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Instrumental analysis: 
Introduction: 

Chemical analysis includes the use of instrumentation to solve an analytical problem. 

Any single instrument could not solve an analytical problem; instead, several 

instrumental techniques are required to solve the problem to a maximum extent. Hence 

instrumentation plays an important role in the production and evaluation of new 

products and in the protection of consumers and the environment. 

Principles of Instrumentation: 

In Instrumental analysis, a physical property of a substance is measured to determine its 

chemical composition. Analysis may be biochemical, analytical, inorganic, organic and 

physical. Whatever may be the type of analysis, the goal of the analysis is to provide 

information about the composition of the sample. This is called the quantitative 

analysis. This analysis is being done using instruments. The choice of the instrument 

depends on the property measured. 

The basic principle of an instrument used for chemical analysis is as follows. It converts 

chemical information to a form that is observable. The instrument thus helps in (1) 

Generation of a signal (2) Transformation of a signal to one of a different nature 

(transducer) (3) Amplification of the signal.  

Terms associated with Instrumentation: 

Analytical technique: It is a fundamental scientific phenomenon that has proved useful 

for providing information on the composition of substances. E.g. Ultra violet 

Spectrophotometry is an analytical technique.  

Analytical method: It is a specific application of a technique to solve an analytical 

problem. It can be called as instrumental method. E.g., The UV spectrophotometric 

analysis of the dye mixture is an example of an analytical method. 

Procedure: It is the set of instructions formulated for carrying out a method. It lists out 

the steps to be followed for the analysis. E.g. the dye mixture is dissolved in water and 

the absorbance was read at different wavelengths to obtain the concentration of 

different dyes mixed together. 

Protocol: The most specific description of a method is called the protocol. The detailed 

directions must be followed without exception. 

Selection of Instrumentation: 

Depending on the property to be analyzed, the analytical method could be selected. 

During the selection of the method, the concentration of the sample and accuracy 

needed must be taken into consideration. 

Classification of Instrumental Techniques: 

The Instrumental techniques could be classified under three principal areas: 

Spectroscopy, electrochemistry and chromatography. Depending on the necessity the 

method could be selected. 
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Types of Instrumental Techniques. 

   

    
List of Properties which could be measured by Instrumental techniques. 

 
 

Advantages of Instrumental Analysis: 

· Even small quantity of samples will be sufficient for the analysis. 

· Results obtained are reliable. 

· Complex samples can also be analyzed. 

· The rate of determination is fast. 

. Many sample can be analysis in a short time. 

. More accuracy and sensitivity from classical methods.  

Limitations of Instrumental Analysis: 

· The accuracy and sensitivity depend on the instrument. It will vary with the 

instrument. 
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· The cost of the equipment is quite higher. 

· The range of concentration that would be measured is limited. 

· For every instrument, handling is suggested only after training. 

· Suitable space is needed. 

· There must be no fluctuation in the power supply. 
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Electrochemistry:  
The study of interchange between chemical energy and electrical energy. Many 

significant chemical reactions are electrochemical in nature. Electrochemical reactions 

are chemical reactions in which electrons are transferred. To understand 

electrochemical reactions, it is necessary to understand the terms and concepts of 

electricity and extend these to apply to electrochemical relationships. 

Basic principles of electrochemistry: 

Electrochemistry describes the use of chemical reactions to produce electricity and the 

use of electricity to produce a chemical change. Electricity is also used to produce a 

reaction. These techniques all require a comparatively simple electrochemical system 

with two electrodes of opposite charge. One electrode is the cathode, where reduction 

takes place; the other is the anode, and here oxidation occurs. Electrons leave the cell 

through the anode travel through the external circuit, and enter the cell again through 

the cathode. The electrodes are usually suspended in a salt solution electrolyte where 

the ions can move freely between the two electrodes.  

Electrochemical analysis: 

A great deal of quantitative measurements in chemical analyses is based on 

electrochemistry, called electrochemical methods; they can be separated into two 

categories: those based upon measurements of potentials (potentiometry) and those 

which exploit measurements of current (voltammetry).  

Basic concepts of oxidation and reduction: 

Electrons are always transferred from one atom or molecule to another in an 

electrochemical reaction. There are three different types of electrochemical reactions 

based on the changes in oxidation state that occur in them. They are: 

1. Oxidation reactions: atoms of the element(s) involved in the reaction lose electrons. 

The charge on these atoms must then become more positive. 

2. Reduction reactions: In reduction reactions, atoms of the elements involved gain 

electrons. 

3. Redox reactions: A redox reaction is an electrochemical reaction in which both 

reduction and oxidation take place together. The electrons lost in an oxidation 

component are gained in a reduction component.        

These redox reactions are of two types they are: 

(a) Direct redox reaction: In a direct redox reaction, both oxidation and reduction 

reactions take place in the same vessel. Chemical energy is converted to heat energy in 

a direct redox reaction. 

(b) Indirect redox reaction: In indirect redox reactions, oxidation and reduction take 

place in different vessels. In an indirect redox reaction, chemical energy is converted 

into electrical energy. 
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Electrolyte and electrodes: 

Compounds, molecules, and atoms that do not carry any charge are referred to as 

neutral species. eg. KCl, O2. 

Ion: is an atom or molecule that has an electrical charge. 

Cation: An ion that carries a positive charge is called a cation. 

Anion: An ion that carries a negative charge is called an anion. 

Electrolyte: A solution that contains ions is called an electrolyte solution, or an 

electrolyte. They conduct electricity as charged ions can move through them.  

Electrodes: A solid electric conductor through which an electric current enters or 

leaves an electrolytic cell or other medium.  

In electrochemical reactions oxidation or reduction reaction takes place at the 

electrodes. These are called electrode reactions, or half-reactions.  

A half-reaction can be either a reaction in which electrons appear as products 

(oxidation) or a reaction in which electrons appear as reactants (reduction).  

The combination of two half reaction forms the complete reaction of cell. 

Cathode: An electrode in which reduction takes place. 

       
Anode: An electrode where oxidation takes place. 

            
Electrochemical cell: 

Electrochemical cell is a device which converts chemical energy into electrical energy 

in an indirect redox reaction. An electrochemical cell can either drive an external 

electrical device (load) or be driven by it (power supply), depending upon the relative 

electromotive forces applied by the cell and the device. It is of three types galvanic, 

reversible, or electrolytic. 

In electrochemical cell process transfer of electrons takes place from anode to cathode, 

while electric current flows in the opposite direction. An electrode is made by dipping 

the metal plate into the electrolytic solution of its soluble salt. A salt bridge is a U 

shaped tube containing an inert electrolyte in agar-agar and gelatin. A salt bridge 

maintains electrical neutrality and allows the flow of electric current by completing the 

electrical circuit. 
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The amount of energy released by the movement of electrons is called the potential. A 

high cell potential signifies that the cell reaction has a strong tendency to generate a 

current of electrons. By measuring the cell potential with a voltmeter, we can deduce 

the type of reaction occurring in the cell. However, electrochemistry has a wider 

application than mentioned above. It can be used to study the mechanism and kinetics 

of reactions that require an exchange of electrons (redox reactions). The system should 

contain three electrodes suspended in one electrolyte. One electrode is the working 

electrode, at which the reaction will occur, the second electrode is the counter 

electrode, which acts either as a sink or distributor of electrons and the third electrode 

is the reference electrode. The potential of a cell is measured by a voltmeter, which 

must be connected to two terminals. This means that the potential of a single electrode 

can never be measured, unless a reference electrode is used to which we assign a zero 

potential. The reference electrode represents a standard potential to which the reaction 

potential of the working electrode can be compared. This is achieved by using the 

Nernst equation, the standard electrochemical equation: 

   
Where E stands for cell potential [V], and Q is the ratio of dissolved product versus 

dissolved reactant. 
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E

o
 = the standard electrode potential, which is characteristic for each half-reaction 

R = the ideal gas constant, 8.314 J K
-1

 mol
-l
. 

T = temperature, K. 

n = number of moles of electrons that appears in the half-reaction for the electrode. 

F = the faraday = 96,485 C (coulombs) per mole of electrons 

In = natural logarithm = 2.303 log. 

The Nernst equation is used for the determination of the concentration of the reactants 

and products in the cell, or for the prediction of the cell potential from the concentration 

of reactants in the electrolyte. 

Types of Electrochemical Cells: 

Galvanic cell: is a cell in which current flows, power is produced, and the cell reaction 

is proceeding spontaneously, store and supply electrical energy proceed spontaneous 

reaction and produce a flow of electron from the anode to the cathode via an external 

conductor. 

Electrolytic cell: is a cell in which current flows, power is consumed, and the cell 

reaction being driven is the reverse of the spontaneous cell reaction, required an 

external source of electrical energy. 

Reversible cell: is a cell, in which the direction of the electrochemical reaction is 

reversed when the direction of electron flow is changed. 

Irreversible cell: is a cell in which changing the direction of current causes entirely 

different half-reactions to occur at one or both electrodes.  

The lead-acid storage battery is a common example of a series of reversible cells. 

Sign Convention for Cell Potential: 

An electrode potential is, by definition, a reduction potential. 

 
An oxidation potential is the potential for the half-reaction written in the opposite way. 

The sign of an oxidation potential is, therefore, opposite that for a reduction potential, 

but the magnitude is the same. 
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The IUPAC sign convention is based on the actual sign of the half-cell of interest when 

it is connected to the standard hydrogen electrode. 

Cell potential Ecell        Ecell = Eright – Eleft 

Representing Cells Schematically: 

Cu | Cu
+2 

(0.0200 M) ∥ Ag
+
 (0.0200 M) | Ag 

      anode                              cathode 

Cu | CuSO4 (0.0200 M) ∥ AgNO3 (0.0200 M) | Ag 

Daniell cell: 

The Daniell gravity cell was consisting from a piece of copper immersed in a saturated 

solution of copper sulfate. A much less dense solution of dilute zinc sulfate was layered 

on top of the copper sulfate, and a massive zinc electrode was located in this solution. 

The electrode reactions were: 

    

This cell develops an initial voltage of 1.18 V, which gradually decreases as the cell 

discharges. 

Liquid - junction potential: develop across the interface between two solutions that 

differ in their electrolyte composition. 
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            A galvanic cell at open circuit 

 

Electrochemical potential:  
It is the potential difference measured between two electrodes. Voltmeters can be used 

to measure the potential differences across electrochemical cells but cannot measure 

directly the actual potential of any single electrode. 

Electrode potential: 

Electrode potential is the potential difference that develops between the electrode and 

its electrolyte. It is the measure of tendency of an electrode in the half cell to lose or 

gain electrons. 

Oxidation potential: is the tendency of an electrode to lose electrons or get oxidized.  

Reduction potential: is the tendency of an electrode to gain electrons or get reduced.  

Oxidation potential is the reverse of reduction potential. 

The electrode having a higher reduction potential has a higher tendency to gain 

electrons. So, it acts as a cathode. The electrode having a lower reduction potential 

acts as an anode. 

Standard electrode potentials: 

When the concentration of all the species involved in a half cell is unity, then the 

electrode potential is known as standard electrode potential. It is denoted as E
o
. For 

solid or liquid compounds or elements, standard conditions are the pure compound or 
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element; for gases they are 100 kilopascal (KPa) pressures, and for solutes they are the 

ideal 1 molar (mol/liter) concentration. The standard electrode potential of an electrode 

cannot be measured in isolation. 

Standard Hydrogen Electrode, abbreviated SHE is taken as a reference electrode and 

it is assigned a zero potential at all temperatures. 

In many practical potential measurements, the standard hydrogen electrode cannot be 

used because hydrogen reacts with other substances in the cell.  

Two of the electrodes most commonly used as reference electrodes are the silver/silver 

chloride electrode with E
o 

= + 0.197 V, and the saturated calomel electrode (SCE) with 

E
o 
= + 0.2444 V at 25 

o
C. 

Potentiometric methods: 

Potentiometric measurements are based upon the determination of the voltage 

difference, at zero current, i.e. under equilibrium conditions, between two electrodes 

which are plunged into a sample solution. Each of these electrodes constitutes a half-

cell. The following concerning these two electrodes should be noted: 

                

                          A cell for potentiometric determinations 

 

• The external reference electrode (ERE), is the electrochemical reference half-cell 

for which the potential is constant with respect to that of the sample solution. 

• The ion selective electrode (ISE), also known as the working electrode, is 

composed of an internal reference electrode (IRE) bathed in a reference solution of 

the analyte i subject of the measurement. The electrode, which is used for measurement, 

is separated from the sample solution by a membrane, selectively permeable to the 

analyte being studied. The measuring sequence is then as follows: 
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IRE/internal solution/ion-selective membrane/sample solution/liquid junction/ ERE.  

The potential difference (PD) between the IRE and the internal membrane surface is 

constant, as fixed by its design (e.g. the nature of the reference electrode and the 

activity ai reference of the reference solution). Alternatively, the PD, which appears 

between the external surface of the membrane and the sample solution Ememb, depends 

upon the activity of the target ion ai_solution. The potential difference across the 

membrane is described by the Nernst equation: 

  
 

The cell potential is measured as  Ecell =EISE –EERE +Ej 

Such as   Ecell =EIRE +Ememb –EERE +Ej 

            z is the charge of analyte  

       is activity coefficient 

 

 
In dilution solution less than 0.01 M: 

 
Ion selective electrode: 

Various types of membrane electrodes have been developed in which the membrane 

potential is selective toward a given ion or ions, just as the potential of the glass 
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membrane of a conventional glass electrode is selective toward hydrogen ions. These 

electrodes are important in the measurement of ions, especially in small concentrations.  

Advantages and limitations of I.S.E. 

Advantages:  

1. Linear response: over 4 to 6 orders of magnitude of A (activity of solution). 

2. Non-destructive: no consumption of analyte. 

3. Non-contaminating. 

4. Short response time: in sec. or min. useful in industrial applications. 

5. Unaffected by color or turbidity. 

Limitations:  

1. Precision is rarely better than 1%. 

2. Electrodes can be fouled by proteins or other organic solutes. 

3. Interference by other ions. 

4. Electrodes are fragile and have limited shelf life. 

5. Electrodes respond to the activity of uncomplexed ion. So ligands must be absent or 

masked. 

A particular ISE: the pH electrode 
This electrode, also called the glass electrode, is specific to H

+
 ions and highly selective. 

Glass in this case does not refer to the material of the electrode (which could equally be 

of plastic), but refers to the membrane that ensures contact with the solution. This 

membrane is composed of a thin wall of special glass that has a high sodium 

concentration (22% Na2O, 6% CaO, and 72% SiO2). Its surface becomes hydrated in the 

presence of water and is comparable to a gel, while its inside corresponds to a solid 

electrolyte. The salt of orthosilicic acid Si (OH)4 has an open structure with sodium 

cations that allow the transfer of charges from one side of the membrane to the other 

(Figure). The outside of the membrane is in contact with the sample solution while the 

inside is in contact with the internal electrolyte which has a constant acidity (pH 7). In 

short, the membrane is the seat of exchange between cations Na
+
 and H

+
: 

     
When the H

+
 concentration is different on either side of the membrane, a potential 

difference PD will appear between them, which is related to the activity of H
+
 ions in 

solution, i.e. its pH. This later is determined by an electronic millivoltmeter, the pH-

meter, which monitors the PD between the glass electrode and an external reference 

electrode ERE. The instrument, after calibration, calculates directly the pH of the 

solution. For environmental reasons Ag/AgCl electrode is preferred over that of calomel 

(mercurous chloride/Hg). 
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Calomel Reference Electrodes: 

A calomel electrode can be represented schematically as: 

       
Where x represents the molar concentration of potassium chloride in the solution. 

Concentrations of potassium chloride that are commonly used in calomel reference 

electrodes are 0.1 M, 1 M, and saturated (about 4.6 M). The saturated calomel electrode 

(SCE) is the most widely used because it is easily prepared. Its main disadvantage is 

that it is somewhat more dependent on temperature. The potential of the saturated 

calomel electrode is 0.2444 V at 25°C. The electrode reaction in calomel half-cells is: 

       
Silver/Silver Chloride Reference Electrodes: 

A system analogous to the use of a saturated calomel electrode employs a silver 

electrode immersed in a solution that is saturated in both potassium chloride and silver 

chloride: 

      
 

The potential of this electrode is 0.199 V at 25°C. A simple and easily constructed 

electrode of this type is shown in Figure. 
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Metallic Indicator Electrodes: 

Electrodes of the first kind respond directly to changing activity of electrode ion. 

Example: Copper indicator electrode 

  

But other ions can be reduced at Cu surface those with higher +ve E
o
 (better oxidizing 

agents than Cu) Ag, Hg, Pd... 

 

In general, electrodes of first kind: 

• Simple 

• Not very selective 
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• Some metals easily oxidized (deaerated solutions) 

• Some metals (Zn, Cd) dissolve in acidic solutions 

Electrodes of the second kind respond to changes in ion activity through formation of 

complex. 

Example: Silver works as halide indicator electrode if coated with silver halide 

Silver wire in KCl (saturated) forms AgCl layer on surface. 

 

Electrodes of the third kind respond to changes of different ion than metal electrode. 
Single crystal and solid-state membrane electrodes: 

The fluoride electrode is the best known of the ISEs. Its sensitive membrane is a 

monocrystal of lanthanum trifluride doped with a europium salt, which allows the 

fluorine atoms to migrate within the crystalline network (Figure). The OH
−
 ion can 

cause interference with the F
−
 ions at alkaline pH. Measurements of Cl

−
, Br

−
, I

−
, Pb

2+
, 

Ag
+
 and CN

−
) provide other mineral membranes.  

    
Another useful solid-state electrode is based on an Ag2S membrane, this electrode 

responds to either Ag
+
 or S

2-
 ions, down to about 10

-8
 M, mixed membrane of AgF, Ag2S 

will respond to F
-
 ion in addition to Ag

+
 and S

2-
. A mixed CuS/Ag2S membrane will 

respond to Cu
2+

 in addition to the other membrane ions. Other Ag2S mixed-crystal 

electrodes are available for Cl
-
, Br

-
, SCN

-
, CN

-
, Pb

+2
, and Cd

+2
.  

Liquid membrane electrode: 
The separation between the internal and external solutions of the specific electrode is 

achieved using a porous and hydrophobic disc (of 3mm diameter). This disc is saturated 

with an organic solvent that is immiscible with water on either side and contains also an 
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ion-carrier called an ionophore (Figure). Hence, the membrane behaves as a lipophile 

immobilized liquid. The counter ion is a molecule soluble in the organic phase.  

     
For example, to measure calcium ions, an aliphatic diester of phosphonic acid can be 

used. On each side of the wall concentration equilibrium is established: 

      

A measurable PD will appear if the concentrations of the calcium ions are different on 

the two sides of the membrane. A copper and a lead electrode are also available. Anion-

selective electrodes of this, type are available for nitrate, perchlorate, and chloride. 

They are the same in principle, except that a liquid anion exchanger is used instead of a 

cation exchanger. 

Polymeric membrane electrodes: 

Many commercial selective electrodes include a membrane made of a plasticized 

polyvinylchloride (PVC) or polysiloxane film in which are disseminated various ion-

carriers, ionic or neutral. Around 40 chelate molecules are used for around 10 common 

ions. Electrodes for CLO4
−
, BF4

−
, NH4

−
, Ca

2+
 are of this type. 

Gas-sensing electrodes: 

Combined electrodes have been developed to measure dissolved gases such as carbon 

dioxide, ammonia and sulfur dioxide. These chemical sensors contain an internal 

solution that is isolated from the sample solution by a hydrophobic membrane which is 

permeable to dissolved gas molecules. For the three gases given above, the selective 

electrodes include a glass electrode in contact with a bicarbonate solution of low 

concentration (0.01 M).  
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Direct Potentiometry: 

Direct Potentiometric measurements provide a rapid and convenient method to 

determine the activity of a variety of cations and anions. The technique requires only a 

comparison of the potential developed in a cell containing the indicator electrode in the 

analyte solution with its potential when immersed in one or more standard solutions of 

known analyte concentration. 

   

   

        

   

      
   

Potentiometric pH Measurement with the Glass Electrode: 
The glass electrode is unquestionably the most important indicator electrode for 

hydrogen ion. It is convenient to use and subject to few of the interferences that affect 

other pH-sensing electrodes. The glass/calomel electrode system is a remarkably 

versatile tool for the measurement of pH under many conditions. It can be used without 

interference in solutions containing strong oxidants, strong reductants, proteins, and 

gases. 

Errors in pH measurements: 

1. pH of buffer standards: only accurate to ±0.01 pH unit. 

2. Junction potential: exists if M of the analyte is different from that of the pH 

standards. To minimize this, use pH standards with the same M. 

3. Junction potential drift: exists when there is formation of AgCl (precipitation) or 

Ag (Reduction) at the porous plug. To minimize this, recalibrate the electrode every 2 h. 

4. Equilibration time: It takes time for an electrode to equilibrate with the analyte 

solution, esp. in a poorly buffered solution (pH varies greatly). 

5. Dehydration of glass membrane: If the membrane has dried out, recondition it in 

water for several hours before use. 

6. Temperature: A pH meter should be calibrated at the temperature at which pH 

measurements will be made. 

7. Na or alkaline error: when AH+ is very low & ANa+ is high, the pH electrode 

responds to Na
+
 as if it were H

+
. So the apparent AH+ is higher, or apparent pH is lower. 

8. Acid error: In strong acid, perhaps the glass surface is saturated with H
+
, so the 

apparent AH+ is lower & the apparent pH is higher, 
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Potentiometric titration: 

Potentiometric titration involves measurement of the potential of a suitable indicator 

electrode as a function of titrant volume. The information provided by a potentiometric 

titration is not the same as that obtained from a direct potentiometric measurement. 

Potentiometric titrations provide data that are more reliable than data from titrations that 

use chemical indicators, and they are particularly useful with colored or turbid solutions 

and for detecting the presence of unsuspected species. Several methods can be used to 

determine the end point of a potentiometric titration.  

        

                  
Polarization Effects: 

Polarization is an electrode phenomenon that may affect either or both of the electrodes 

in a cell. The degree of polarization of an electrode varies widely. The term 

polarization refers to the deviation of the electrode potential from the value predicted 

by the Nernst equation on the passage of current. Cells that exhibit nonlinear behavior 

at higher currents exhibit polarization, and the degree of polarization is given by an 

overvoltage, or overpotential, which is symbolized by II (figure). 

If we solve equation for current I, we obtain: 
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Note that a plot of current in an electrolytic cell versus applied potential should be a 

straight line with a slope equal to the negative reciprocal of the resistance, -1/R, and an 

intercept equal to Ecell / R.  

Note that polarization requires the application of a potential greater than the theoretical 

value to give a current of the expected magnitude. Equation then becomes: 

  

 
 

Polarization phenomena can be divided into two categories: 

Concentration polarization and kinetic polarization. 

Factors that influence polarization include (1) electrode size, shape, and composition; 

(2) composition of the electrolyte solution; (3) temperature and stirring rate; (4) current 

level; and (5) physical state of species involved in the cell reaction 

Concentration polarization occurs because of the finite rate of mass transfer from the 

solution to the electrode surface. 

The current in a kinetically polarized cell is governed by the rate of electron transfer 

rather than the rate of mass transfer. 
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Polarography (Voltammetric) and Coulometric methods: 

Polarography, is the best known of all voltammetric methods, is still now a day a 

competitive technique for the measurement of trace elements, ions or organic 

compounds, although is implementation is rather delicate. 

Coulometry is the name given to a group of other techniques that determine an analyte 

by measuring the amount of electricity consumed in a redox reaction. There are two 

categories referred as potentiostatic coulometry and amperostatic 

coulometry.  

Introduction and basic principles: 

Polarography is the branch of voltammetry in which a dropping mercury electrode is 

used as the indicator electrode. It is the electroanalytical technique that deals with the 

effect of the potential of an electrode in an electrolysis cell on the current that flows 

through it. The electrode whose potential is varied is called the indicator electrode. 

Polarography was the first of the voltammetric techniques to gain prominence. 

Certainly the most popular constant potential method is d.c. polarography at a dropping 

mercury electrode (DME).  

Polarography cell and calomel electrode: 

The cell is that portion of the apparatus which contains the solution being studied. 

It also includes a non-polarizable electrode to which the potential of the dropping 

electrode is referred.  
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The most important part of a cell is its reference electrode. Two kinds of reference 

electrodes are in general use. These are “internal” and “external” electrodes, which are 

generally used. An internal electrode is in direct contact with the solution being studied, 

while the external electrode is separated from it by a salt bridge or a porous membrane. 

Internal reference electrode is made by coiling about 15–20 cm of 14 gauge silver wire 

into a helix. 

External reference electrodes, on the other hand have potentials that are either 

accurately known or can be measured once and for all (usually the SCE is used) and 

that are independent of the composition of the sample solution. They may be used with 

solution containing strong oxidizing or reducing agents. The most widely used cell with 

an external reference is the H-cell. It consists of two compartments. One containing the 

solution being studied and the other containing the reference electrode. To avoid 

polarization of the reference electrode, the compartment containing it should be made 

from tubing of at least 20 mm i.d. These compartments are separated by a cross-

member filled with a 4% agar-saturated potassium chloride gel, which is held in place 

by a medium-porosity sintered-pyrex disc. Electrical connection to the mercury is made 

by means of a glass tube through which a small platinum wire is sealed so as to project 

into the mercury for a few millimeters. This tube is filled with mercury and inserted into 

a rubber stopper which serves to seal the reference-electrode compartment lightly. The 

wire leading to the reference-electrode terminal of the polarograph is simply dipped into 

the mercury in this tube. The solution compartment of the cell should finally be filled 

with saturated potassium chloride solution and a day or two should be allowed for the 

SCE to attain equilibrium.  

The dropping-mercury electrode: 

The most original working electrode contains an active mercury micro-dropper. 

The Voltammetric technique making use of this electrode is called polarography. 

This electrode is constituted of a glass tube, maintained in a vertical position, of which 

the central passageway 10–70 µm in diameter), allows the transfer of mercury between 

a reservoir and the capillary tip, where very small droplets are formed. This dropping-

mercury electrode is immersed in an unstirred solution containing the target analyte 

mixed with a support electrolyte. The surface of the droplet of mercury increases until it 

falls (around 4–5 s). Instantaneously, a new droplet, identical to the previous one, is 

formed presenting a fresh uncontaminated surface.  

Advantages of DME: 

The dropping mercury electrode has several advantages over solid electrodes, these are 

summarized as follows: 

1. The drops are very easily reproduced and thus give reproducible results. The regular 

dropping of pure mercury ensures that the electrochemical process always occurs at a 

fresh surface. 
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2. Owing to the very high over voltage of hydrogen towards mercury, the DME can be 

used over a considerable cathodic range of potentials without interference from 

hydrogen evolution.  

3. Oxidation of mercury occurs at approximately +0.4 V vs SCE in solutions of 

perchlorate or nitrates since these anions do not form insoluble salts or stable complexes 

with mercury cations. 

4. There is no depletion of the depolarizer in the solution provided the volume of the 

electrolyzed solution is not too small.  

5. There is also an important factor for the application of polarography is microanalysis 

[very small volumes (0.01 – 0.005 ml) may be studied. 

6. Processes may be studied that take place in aqueous solution in the potential range 

+0.4 to –2.6 V; and in non-aqueous solution up to –3.0 V. 

Besides, the advantages the use of DME is somewhat restricted. At positive potentials 

mercury undergoes oxidation and therefore other type of electrodes (standing mercury 

electrode or solid electrodes) must therefore be used. 

The volatility of mercury prevents the use of the DME in melts at higher temperatures. 

Good results are obtained at temperatures up to 100°C. 

Direct current polarography (DCP): 

In the basic experiment – now rarely used – a linear changing time-dependant potential 

is applied to the mercury droplet, in the order of v = 1–2 mV/s from the initial potential 

Ei selected. So, it can be written: 

     Eworking – Eref =Ei  ±  vt  

The sign ± of the equation signifies that the sweeping can be performed either on the 

anodic (V > 0) or cathodic (V < 0) side. The resulting current voltage curve  

I = f (E) is a polarogram, which can show one or several waves. The height of each 

step, corresponds to the limiting diffusion current iD and is a function of the 

concentration of the depolarizer (the analyte, which is reduced on contact with 

mercury), which thus allows its quantitative determination. Each analyte is 

characterized by a half-wave potential, determined at the mid-height iD/2, of its wave.  

An advantage of voltammetry over AAS is the ability to distinguish an element in 

different valence states. For example, iron Fe
2+

 can be quantified apart from Fe
3+

. Some 

organic molecules are equally electro active and can be analyzed by this method. 

Diffusion current:  

The most important component of the wave height is the diffusion current, which 

reflects the rate at which the ions or molecules of the substance responsible for the wave 

reach the electrode surface under the sole influence of diffusive force.  

Factors that affect limiting diffusion current. 

Characteristics of capillary hight of Hg, Potential of dropping Hg electrode,  

Composition of solution, Temperature. 
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A general relationship may be written for the electrolytic current at DME, according to 

Faraday‟s law: 

 
where dN/dt denote the number of mole of the depolarizer that reaches the electrode in 

unit time and is subject to electrochemical change. [F is the Faraday (96500 cont.) and n 

is the number of electrons taken up or derived by a single molecule of depolarizer 

during the electrode process]. The average limiting value of the diffusion current iD, is 

essentially due to the ion flux of the analyte considered at the instant that precedes the 

falling of the drop. It depends upon several parameters one of which is the capillary 

constant, m
2/3 

.t
1/6

. 

      

is expressed in µA , D diffusion coefficient of the analyte ion (cm
2
/s), m  mass flow 

of mercury (mg/s), t  life time of the droplet (s), C concentration of analyte 

(mmol/cm
3
), n the number of electrons transferred during the electrolysis of the ion. 

The coefficient 607 is established for 25 ˚C. This expression known as the Ilkovic 

equation which takes into account several factors, is replaced by the simplified 

formula: 

     iD =KC  

where K includes parameters related to the method and instrument used. K is a constant 

for a given analysis. 

    
 

At first, as the potential is increased cathodically from zero, only very small currents 

flows. This is called the residual current. This is essentially a charging current arising 

from the charging of the double layer at each drop and is non-faradic. Only the residual 

current flows until the decomposition potential of the reducible ionic species is reached.  
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Pulsed polarography: 
To improve the sensitivity and to be able to distinguish the analytes for which the half-

wave potentials differ by only a few tens of mV, the mercury drop is no longer 

submitted to a gradually increasing voltage but rather to a pulsed voltage.  

a) Instead of linear change in Eappl with time use step changes (pulses in Eappl) with time. 

b) Measure two currents at each cycle: 

- S1 before pulse & S2 at end of pulse 

- plot ∆i vs. E  (∆i = iS2 – iS1) 

- peak height ~ concentration 

- for reversible reaction, peak potential -> standard potential for ½ reaction 

c) Advantages: 

- can detect peak maxima differing by as little as 0.04 – 0.05 V,  peak separation for 

normal voltammetry was0.2V  . 

- decrease limits of detection by 100-1000x compared to normal voltammetry, 10
-7

 to 

10
-8

 M.  

 

 

    
 

                                        Pulsed polarography. NPP and DPP techniques.  

 

Two major modes of operation coexist.  

Normal pulsed polarography (NPP): 

To eliminate the jagged appearance of the classic polarogram the standard voltage ramp 

described earlier is replaced by a series of brief pulses (between 50 to 100 ms), of 

increasing potential. The pulses are delivered at the same frequency as the mercury drop 

renewal (between 2 and 4 s).  

Each pulse begins at the same voltage low enough to avoid the reduction reaction of the 

analyte. Current measurements are made just prior to the fall of the droplet. At this 

instant the Faraday diffusion current is stabilized while the capacitive current has 

become negligible.  
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Differential pulsed polarography (DPP) 

A pulse of 50mV is applied during 50 ms to the working electrode for each successive 

droplet of mercury. The first measurement is made just before the pulse and the second 

just before the droplet falls. In this way, the two currents are measured on the same drop 

but with a difference of 50mV voltage. The graph of the difference of these currents, as 

a function of the voltage, exhibits a peak for each analyte, whose height is proportional 

to its concentration. 

Stripping analysis:  

Two very sensitive methods, called anodic and cathodic stripping are used to measure 

trace of metal. They are carried out in two stages: 

• Preconcentration. Anodic stripping is used to determine metal ions that are reduced 

to metallic state during the preliminary electrolysis. This is based on anodic currents 

obtained when the metals are reoxidized.  

• Re-dissolving. Following electro-deposition, mixing of the solution is stopped and the 

potential difference is progressively reduced between the working and reference 

electrodes. Cathodic stripping is used to determine halides, thiols etc.  
 

 

   
 

Oxygen Waves: 

Dissolved oxygen is readily reduced at various electrodes; an aqueous solution saturated 

with air exhibits two distinct oxygen waves: 

     
The first results from the reduction of oxygen to peroxide: 

    
The second corresponds to the further reduction of the hydrogen peroxide: 

Thus, oxygen removal is ordinarily the first step in most voltammetric procedures. 

Usually, the solution is deaerated for several minutes by bubbling a high-purity inert 

gas through it (sparging).  
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The half – wave potential: 
The most important constant in polarography is the half-wave potential. Chemical, 

thermodynamic and structural information may be obtained from the measurements of 

the half-wave potentials of reversible and irreversible waves under varying 

experimental conditions. The potential at which the current is equal to one half of the 

limiting current is called the half-wave potential and is given the symbol E1/2. Half-

wave potentials are sometimes useful for identification of the components of a solution. 

It is convenient to divide electrode reactions into two extreme classes: (i) Reversible 

reactions, and (ii) irreversible reactions.  

Factors which Affect the Half-wave Potentials: 

1 – Type and concentration of supporting electrolyte. 

2 – Temperature. 

3 – Forming complex. 

4 – Acidic of solution. 

5 – Salt  concentration.  

6 – Changes of activity coefficients of the species 

7 – Variations of liquid junction potential. 

 8 – Steric effects in organic compounds. 

Polarographic maxima: 
It is often observed on polarographic curves that an increase of current above the 

limiting value takes place in the form of various shapes. In some cases the origin of the 

current maximum is connected with the mechanism of the electrode process. More 

frequently, the polarographic maxima are caused by increased transport of the 

depolarizer towards the electrode by a streaming motion of the solution. It divided into 

maxima of the first and of the second kind. Maxima of the first kind appear on the 

rising portion of the polarographic curve and usually occur in dilute solutions. The 

maxima of the second kind are observed in more concentrated solutions above 0.1 N 

and at high mercury flow rates. They appear only over the range of the limiting current.  

Hence, it is necessary to remove maxima by adding surface active agents. In practice, 

gelatin is usually employed. Maxima of the second kind occur on both cathodic and 

anodic polarographic diffusion currents. Maxima of the second kind are also sensitive to 

the presence of surface active agents like those of the first kind.  

Application of polarography: 

There are two kinds of polarographs: manual and recording. With a manual instrument, 

the potential applied to the cell is adjusted to some desired value and the current is 

measured. A single point on the polarogram is thus obtained. In a recording 

polarograph, the potential applied to the cell is obtained from a motor-driven voltage 

divider.  

The important application of polarography are: 

1 – Determination of stability constant. 
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2 – Determination of coordination number of metal complex.  

3 – Determination and characterization of organic compounds.  

4 – Steric effects study. Causes shift in half-wave potentials. 

5 – Cis and trans isomers in some cases differ in their half-wave potentials.  

6 – Study of the presence of bulky alkyl groups also sometimes shifts the half-wave 

potentials towards more negative values. 

7 – Polarography can also be used to detect and follow intermediates in some reactions. 

8 – Distinguish between oxidant metal states. 

9 – Determination of heavy metal ion in a mixture. 

10 – Studies of the stabilities of metal complexes polarographically.  

 

Methods for determining stability constants of metal complexes by polarographic 

method are being divided into three categories:  

(i) Methods which are applicable to reversible reductions only. 

(ii) Methods applicable to irreversible reductions.  

(iii) Methods which may be applicable to both reversible and irreversible systems. 

Voltammetric methods general principles: 

Here, voltammetry is defined as electrolysis at a microelectrode which is limited by the 

mass transfer rate at which molecules move from the body of the solution to the 

electrode. The current is followed as a function of the potential applied using three 

electrode cells of 1-50 ml working volume. For most reductions the working electrode 

is a dropping mercury electrode (DME) or a hanging mercury drop electrode 

(HMDE). Voltammetric methods consist of applying a variable potential difference 

between a reference electrode (e.g. Ag/AgCl) and an indicator electrode, called the 

working electrode. On its surface a reaction of type Ox + ne→ Red (or its reverse) is 

induced. The third electrode called the auxiliary electrode (or counter electrode), made 

of an inert metal or carbon employed along with a support electrolyte is used to make 

the medium electrically conductive. Voltammetric  methods are clearly the most useful 

for low-level quantitation and have a wide linear dynamic range as given in Fig. When 

the potential at the working electrode reaches a value such that a species is either 

oxidized or reduced, the current through the circuit outside to the cell increases sharply.  

Voltammogram  that is an S shaped curve displaying current vs. voltage, I = f(E). This 

plot permits the identification and measurement of the concentrations of each species of 

interest. 
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Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV)  

In linear sweep voltammetry (LSV), the electrode potential is varied at a constant rate 

throughout the scan and the resulting current is measured. Figure, illustrates 

an LSV measurement made at a mercury drop electrode in unstirred, deaerated 0.1M 

HCl. In most electrochemical experiments, the studied species must be in a conductive 

supporting electrolyte, the supporting electrolyte must be purged of oxygen and the 

supporting electrolyte must not be stirred. Notice that the applied potential is plotted on 

the x-axis and the resulting current on the y-axis. All potentials are specified in relation 

to the reference electrode. 
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Cyclic voltametry (CV). 

Cyclic voltammetry, in which the direction of the potential is reversed at the end of the 

first scan. Thus, the waveform is usually of the form of an isosceles triangle. 

advantage that the product of the electron transfer reaction that occurred in the forward 

scan can be probed again in the reverse scan.  powerful tool for the determination of 

formal redox potentials, detection of chemical reactions that precede or follow the 

electrochemical reaction and evaluation of electron transfer kinetics. Cyclic 

voltammetry (CV), one of the more commonly used electroanalytical techniques, is an 

excellent methods development tool, but is not usually a good technique for quantitative 

analysis. Its main advantage in electro analysis is its ability to characterize an 

electrochemical system. 

A single CV experiment only hints at the events that constitute the electrochemical 

reaction at the electrode. 

However, multiple CV experiments can be used for a variety of applications, including: 

The determination of Nernstian (reversible) or non- Nernstian (irreversible) behavior of 

a redox couple, the number of electrons transferred in an oxidation or reduction, formal 

potentials, rate constants, formation constants, reaction mechanisms, diffusion 

coefficients. 

In a CV experiment, the potentiostat applies a potential ramp to the working electrode 

to gradually change potential and then reverses the scan, returning to the initial 

potential. During the potential sweep, the potentiostat measures the current resulting 

from the applied potential. These values are then used to plot the CV graph of current 

versus the applied potential. You can run single-cycle or multi-cycle CV experiments. 

The repetition of the potential waveform allows the system to come to a steady-state or 

allows the buildup of reaction products at the electrode surface. 

Quantitative and Qualitative Aspects of Voltammetry: 

Quantitative information is obtained by relating current to the concentration of analyte 

in the bulk solution. Qualitative information is obtained from the voltammogram by 

extracting the standard-state potential for the redox reaction. For simplicity we only 

consider voltammograms similar to that shown in Figure. 

*Determining Concentration.  

*Determining the Standard-State Potential.  

Amperometric titration:  
A conventional amperometric titration is one whose course is followed by measuring a 

current almost always a limiting current at a voltammetric indicator electrode. 

Depending on the potential of the electrode and the voltammetric characteristics of the 

chemical substances involved, the current may be proportional to the concentration of 

the substances being titrated. The titration curve is a plot of the limiting current against 

the volume of the reagent added.  

Type of amperometric titration curve: 
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The shape of an amperometric titration curve depends on the substance being titrated, 

the reagent used, and the potential applied to the indicator electrode. An amperometric 

titration curve is a plot (i – ir) [V
o
+ v] against v, where V

o
 is the volume of solution 

titrated and v the volume of reagent added. The factor (V
o
 + v)/V

o
 serves as a correction 

for dilution by the reagent. The slope of the line preceding the equivalence point 

depends on the value of k′ i.e., the ratio of diffusion current to concentration for the 

substance being titrated; that of the line following the equivalence point depends on the 

value of k for the reagent.  

(i) If both k‟s are positive at potentials where both ions can be reduced and in this case 

the plot is V shaped.  

(ii) In the same titration when it is performed at a potential where first ion is reduced 

but the second ion is not. In this case k1 would be positive while k2 would be zero. Then 

the current would remain equal to residual current until the equivalence point is 

reached, the titration curve would be _/-shaped.  

(iii) If the first ion would be titrated with the second ion at the latter potential, the 

current would decrease until equivalence point is reached and remain zero after it had 

been passed. The curve would be\_-shaped.  

In such a case the curve would consist of two straight lines intersecting each other, the 

point of intersection of the two line segments is described by the rearranged equation: 

                         V1 = V
o
2. C

o
2 / C1 

This is exactly the volume of the reagent required to reach the equivalence point.  

There are two kinds of interferences in amperometric titration.  

(i) Substances that consume the reagent, that co-precipitates,  

(ii) That take part in induced reactions with the substance being determined. 

Amperometric titrations have often been employed to evaluate solubility products and 

other equilibrium constants. The equilibrium-constant expression would be : 

                                
Kinds of amperometric titrations: 

Redox Titrations: The titration curve  obtained in an amperometric redox titration may 

have any of a fairly large number of shapes. The possibilities are more numerous than 

in a precipitation titration because there are four substances, the oxidized and reduced 

forms of each of the two couples involved which may contribute to the current.  

Complexometric and Chelometric Titrations: Amperometric techniques can be used 

to find the end point of a complexometric or chelometric titration in several ways.  

Compensation: Compensation titrations are those titrations in which the “reagent” and 

the “substance being titrated” give currents of opposite signs at same potential, but 

ideally do not react with each other at all. The end point of such a titration is the point 

where the cathodic current due to the reduction of one of them is just equal to the 

anodic current due to the oxidation of the other.  
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Diffusion-layer titrations: can be exemplified by the titration of oxygen with a strong 

acid. The titration can be performed with a dropping mercury electrode at a potential (– 

1.8 V vs SCE) where both oxygen and hydrogen are reducible. A neutral but unbuffered 

supporting electrolyte should be used to suppress the migration current of hydrogen ion. 

Amperometric titration with two polarized electrodes: 
In such a case qualitatively different curves are obtained with two polarized electrodes, 

also known as dual-electrode amperometric titrations. These are titrations in which the 

current-potential curve for each of the two electrodes changes as the composition of the 

titration mixture changes.  

Apparatus and techniques: 

Experimentally, amperometric titrations are much simpler than other polarographic or 

voltammetric techniques. Since the current has to be measured at only a single potential, 

simple apparatus is needed. Fewer variables need to be controlled because the exact 

value of the current at any point is not important. The temperature, the composition of 

the supporting electrolyte, the height of the mercury column above a dropping mercury 

electrode or the rate of rotation or stirring of another electrode is used.  

 

    
 

All amperometric titrations are performed by measuring the current after the addition of 

each of a fairly small number of aliquots of the reagent. In order to avoid reduction 

wave of dissolved oxygen, inert gas is bubbled for sufficient time after each addition.  

Coulometric Methods of Analysis: 

Coulometric methods are performed by measuring the quantity of electrical charge 

required to convert a sample of an analyte quantitatively to a different oxidation state. 

Coulometric methods of analysis are based on an exhaustive electrolysis of the analyte. 

By exhaustive we mean that the analyte is quantitatively oxidized or reduced at the 
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working electrode or reacts quantitatively with a reagent generated at the working 

electrode.  

There are two forms of coulometry: controlled-potential coulometry, in which a 

constant potential is applied to the electrochemical cell, and controlled-current 

coulometry, in which a constant current is passed through the electrochemical cell.  

Instrumentation: 

The instrumentation for potentiostatic coulometry consists of an electrolysis cell, a 

potentiostat, and a device for determining the charge consumed by the analyte. 

Cells: Figure illustrates two types of cells that are used for potentiostatic coulometry. 

The first consists of a platinum-gauze working electrode, a platinum wire counter 

electrode, and a saturated calomel reference electrode. The counter electrode is 

separated from the analyte solution by a salt bridge, which usually contains the same 

electrolyte as the solution being analyzed.  

The second cell, shown in Figure, is a mercury-pool type. A mercury cathode is 

particularly useful for separating easily reduced elements as a preliminary step in an 

analysis. In addition, however, it has found considerable use in the coulometric 

determination of several metallic cations that form metals that are soluble in mercury.  
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Determining the Electrical Charge: 

The charge Q that results from a constant current of I amperes operated for t seconds is 

     
The faraday (F) is the quantity of charge that corresponds to one mole or 6.022 x 

10
23

electrons. Since each electron has a charge of 1.6022 X 10
-19

 C, the faraday also 

equals 96,485 C. Faraday's law relates the number of moles of the analyte nA to the 

charge: 

   
where n is the number of moles of electrons in the analyte half-reaction. In coulometry, 

current and time are measured, and equations are used to calculate Q, determine the 

moles of analyte and obtain an accurate value for N. Coulometry requires 100% 

current efficiency (or an accurately measured current efficiency established using a 

standard), a factor that must be considered in designing a coulometric method of 

analysis.  

Coulometric Titrations: 

Coulometric titrations are carried out with a constant-current source, sometimes called a 

galvanostat, which senses decreases in current in a cell and responds by increasing the 

potential applied to the cell until the current is restored to its original level. Because of 

the effects of concentration polarization, 100% current efficiency with respect to the 

analyte can be maintained only by having present in large excess an auxiliary reagent 

that is oxidized or reduced at the electrode to give a product that reacts with the analyte. 

As an example, consider the coulornetric titration of iron (II) with cerium (III) at a 

platinum anode.  

Detecting the End Point: 

A useful property of a potassium permanganate solution is its intense purple color, 

which is sufficient to serve as an indicator for most titrations.  If the solution is very 

dilute, diphenylamine sulfonic acid or the 1,10-phenanthroline complex of iron (II) 

provides a sharper end point.  

Instrumentation: 

As shown in Figure, the equipment required for a coulometric titration includes a source 

of constant current from one to several hundred milliamperes, a titration cell, a switch, a 

timer, and a device for monitoring current. Moving the switch to position 1 

simultaneously starts the timer and initiates a current in the titration cell. When the 

switch is moved to position 2, the electrolysis and the timing are discontinued. With the 

switch in this position, however, current continues to be  
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drawn from the source and passes through a dummy resistor RD that has about the same 

electrical resistance as the cell. This arrangement ensures continuous operation of the 

source, which aids in maintaining a constant current. 

Current Sources: 

The constant-current source for a coulometric titration is an electronic device capable of 

maintaining a current of 200 mA or more that is constant to a few hundredths of a 

percent. The electrolysis time can be measured very accurately with a digital timer or a 

computer-based timing system. 

Cells for Coulometric Titrations: 

Figure shows a typical coulometric titration cell consisting of a working electrode at 

which the reagent is produced and a counter (auxiliary) electrode to complete the 

circuit. The working electrode used to generate reactants in situ is often referred to as 

the generator electrode. It is usually a platinum rectangle, a coil of wire, or a gauze 

cylinder with a relatively large surface area to minimize polarization effects. Ordinarily, 

the counter electrode is isolated from the reaction medium by a sintered disk or some 

other porous medium to prevent interference by the reaction products from this 

electrode. The external generation cell is arranged so that electrolyte flow continues 

briefly after the current is switched off, which flushes the residual reagent into the 

titration vessel. 

Applications of Coulometric Titrations: 

Coulometric titrations have been developed for all types of volumetric reactions. 
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Oxidation/Reduction Titrations:  

Coulometric titrations have been developed for many, but not all, redox titrations. Table 

reveals that a variety of redox reagents can be generated coulometrically. For example, 

the coulometric generation of bromine forms the basis for a large number of 

coulometric methods. Of interest as well are reagents such as silver (II), manganese 

(III), and the chloride complex of copper(II) that are too unstable to be used in 

conventional volumetric analysis. 

  
 

Electrogravimetric methods: 

Electrolytic deposition has been used for more than a century for the gravimetric 

determination of metals. In most applications, the metal is deposited on a weighed 

platinum cathode, and the increase in mass is determined. Some methods use anodic 

deposition such as the determination of lead as lead dioxide on platinum and of chloride 

as silver chloride on silver. There are two general types of electrogravimetric methods. 

In one, no control of the potential of the working electrode is exercised, and the applied 

cell potential is held at a more or less constant level that provides a large enough current 

to complete the electrolysis in a reasonable length of time. The second type of 

electrogravimetric method is the controlled-potential or potentiostatic method.  
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Controlled-Potential Electrogravimetry: 

In the discussion that follows, we assume that the working electrode is a cathode where 

the analyte is deposited as a metal. The principles can be extended, however to an 

anodic working electrode where nonmetallic deposits are formed. The determination of 

Br- by forming AgBr and of Mn
2+

 by forming MnO2 are examples of anodic 

depositions. 

Instrumentation: 

The controlled-potential apparatus shown in Figure is made up of independent electrical 

circuits that share a common electrode, the working electrode where the analyte is 

deposited. The electrolysis circuit consists of a source, a potentiometer (ACB) that 

permits the voltage applied between the working electrode and a counter electrode to be 

continuously varied, and a current meter. Modern controlled-potential electrolyses are 

performed with instruments called potentiostat, which automatically maintain the 

working electrode potential at a controlled value versus the reference electrode.  

  

   
 

 

Electrolysis Cells: 

Electrolysis cells are similar to those shown in Figure. Tall-form beakers are often used, 

and solutions are usually mechanically stirred to minimize concentration polarization; 

frequently, the anode is rotated to act as a mechanical stirrer. 

The working electrode is usually a metallic gauze cylinder, as shown in Figure.  

The Mercury Cathode: 

A mercury cathode, such as that shown in Figure, is particularly useful for removing 

easily reduced elements as a preliminary step in an analysis. The deposited metals 

dissolve in the mercury with little hydrogen evolution because even at high applied 

potentials, formation of the gas is prevented by the high overvoltage on mercury.  
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Applications of Controlled-Potential Electrogravimetry: 

The controlled-potential method is a potent tool for separating and determining metallic 

species having standard potentials that differ by only a few tenths of a volt.  

 

 
Instrumentation and applications of conductometry: 

Principle of Conductometric titrations; 

Conductometric titrations, the electrical conductance or resistance of the solution being 

titrated is being measured. 

Specific resistance and resistance: 

The specific resistance is defined as the resistance between opposite faces of one cm. 

cube of the metal. The resistance of the conductor is directly proportional to its length 

and inversely proportional to the cross sectional area. Thus: 

   
R=Resistance, 𝜌= Specific Resistance. 

The unit of resistance is ohms and of specific resistance is ohm/cm. 

Specific Conductance: 

The reciprocal of specific resistance is called specific conductance 

Specific conductance = 1/ 𝜌 

Electrical Conductivity: 

It is defined as the conductivity in ohms of a solution containing one gm equivalent of 

solute when placed between two sufficiently large electrodes, which are one cm apart. It 

is denoted by λ. 

Measurement of Conductivity: 

The solution whose conductivity is to be determined is taken in a suitable cell, known 

as conductivity cell. These cells are made of quartz and are fitted with platinum 

electrodes. The electrodes usually consist of two sheets of platinum. In order to remove 

the polarization effects the electrodes are coated with finely divided platinum black, and 

these are called platinized platinum electrodes. The measurement of conductivity using 
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a conductivity meter involves the measurement of cell constant of the conductivity cell. 

The cell is first calibrated with 0.1 N KCl solutions, following which the conductance 

of the unknown solution can be measured in mhos. The determination of the end point 

of a titration with the help of conductivity measurements is termed as conductometric 

titrations. In a Conductometric titration, the titrant is added from the burette and the 

conductivities are plotted against the volume of the titrant in c.c., since the measured 

conductivity is a linear function of the concentration of ions present, two lines will be 

obtained which will intersect each other at a point, known as “end point” or 

“equivalence point”. Conductivity  is defined as the ease with which the current flows 

through a conductor. Hence it is the reciprocal of resistance. 

 

C = (1 / R) unit is mhos. 

 

Types of Conductometric titrations: 

The Conductometric titrations depends on the measurement of the conductivity of the 

ions present in solution. The two factors involved are the concentration and speed of the 

ions. 

Replacement titrations: 

When a strong acid reacts with sodium or potassium salts of weak acid, the ion of weak 

acid is replaced first consider the titration of sodium acetate with hydrochloric acid. 

     
In this titration only a slight increase in conductance is obtained up to the end point. 

This is because of the fact that chloride ion has higher conductance than the acetate ion. 

After the end point, it increases more rapidly, due to the addition of excess of HCl. This 

is used in the determination of alkaloids. 

Precipitation titrations: 

They cannot be carried out so effectively as acid-base titrations. Consider the reaction 

taking place between KCl & AgNO3. 

   
In the initial stages of the titration, with the addition of AgNO3, the conductance does 

not change much. This is because the Cl
-
 tons are replaced by NO3

-
  ions and both have 

same ionic conductance. After the end point, the excess of AgNO3 added causes a sharp 

increase in the conductance. 
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                  HCl added 

                                           

Acid – base titrations: 

Strong acid us strong base:  
Let us consider the titration of HCl with NaOH. 

    
Initially, acid solution has high conductivity due to highly mobile hydrogen ions. The 

share due to chloride ions will be smaller due to less mobility as compared to hydrogen.  

      
When NaOH is added to HCl, the highly mobile hydrogen ions are replaced by less 

mobile Na
+
 ions. This will result in the decrease of conductivity. 

At the end point the conductivity will be a minimum due to Na
+
 & Cl

-
 ions. Further 

Addition of NaOH will increase the conductivity due to OH
-
 ions.  

Strong acid with a weak base: 

Let us consider the reaction of HCl with NH4OH. 

   
When NH4OH is added to HCl, the conductivity decreases initially due to the 

replacement of fast moving H
+
 ions by slow moving NH4

+
 ions. After the end point, 

addition of NH4OH does not change the conductance, because it is a weakly ionized 

electrolyte. 

Weak acid with a strong base: 
Let us, consider the titration of CH3COOH with NaOH 
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When NaOH is added to CH3COOH, the conductivity decreases initially and then 

increases with the addition of alkali produces OH
-
 ions, which increases the 

conductance. 

       
                                                                                              Titrant added 

 

 

 

Redox Titrations: 

In the case of oxidation – reduction titrations, there is a decrease in the hydrogen ion 

concentration as follows: 

  
Since the mobility of hydrogen ion is high, so a sharp decrease in the conductance is 

expected during the initial part of the titration. After the end point the conductance 

remains the same. 

Other Applications of Conductometry: 

Conductometric measurements are widely used for the analysis of salinity of sea water 

in oceanographic work. They are useful in providing information regarding association 

or dissociation equilibria in aqueous solutions, provided that one or more of the reacting 

species are ionic.  
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Spectroscopic Methods 
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Introduction: 
Spectroscopy: 
It could be defined as the branch of science which deals with the study of interaction of 

EMR with matter. Spectroscopy is one of the most powerful tools available for the 

study of wide range of samples. The study of spectroscopy can be carried out under 

atomic spectroscopy and molecular spectroscopy. 

Spectrophotometry: 

Is the quantitative study of electromagnetic spectra, and deals with visible light, near- 

ultraviolet, and near- infrared. Spectrophotometry involves the use of a 

spectrophotometer. A spectrophotometer is a photometer (a device for measuring light 

intensity) that can measure intensity as a function of the color, or more specifically, the 

wavelength of light. There are many kinds of spectrophotometers. The most common 

application of spectrophotometers is the measurement of light absorption. There are two 

major classes of spectrophotometers; single beam and double beam. A double beam 

spectrophotometer measures the ratio of the light intensity on two different light paths, 

and a single beam spectrophotometer measures the absolute light intensity.  

Electromagnetic radiation: 

EMR may be considered as an electromagnetic wave traveling at the speed of light.The 

radiation consists of discrete particles (quanta) of energy, known as photons. 

 
 

The term radiation includes electromagnetic radiations ranging from the electric waves 

of low frequency through UV rays, visible spectrum, IR rays to the high frequency X-

rays and γ- rays. It is also true that EMR requires no supporting medium for its 

transmission and can pass through vacuum. 

Wave Properties and Parameters: 

It is possible to represent the wave properties for the radiation by electrical and 

magnetic vectors. Fig. shows a portion of an electromagnetic wave traveling.  
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Wave parameters:  
The EMR can be described in a number of properties. These are: 

Wavelength: it is the distance from crest units used for expression wave length 

includes micrometer, nanometer (millimicron), and Angstrom.  

     
 

Frequency: it is defined as the number of waves per second.  
 Frequency = Speed of light in (cm/sec) / Wave length in cm 
     γ = C/ λ 

The unit for frequency is cycles per second (H), Hertz. 

Wave number (γ): The number of waves per unit length is known as wave number and 

is expressed as the reciprocal of wave length. The unit for wave number is cm-1 

The wavelength frequency and wave number are related as follows: 

   λ = γ / C 

Power (P): Energy per unit time is called power .The power is also called as intensity. 

Energy constant (E): The energy constant of a photon is directly proportional to the 

frequency.  

   E =hγ 

h = Planck‟s constant (6.627X10
-27

 erg/sec)  

Hence as the Energy increases, the wavelength decrease, and the frequency is directly 

proportional to energy. 

Interaction of EMR with matter: 

The interaction of radiation and matter takes place throughout the entire 

electromagnetic spectrum. These radiations when they react with matter, the effects 

produced will vary in its nature. In the IR region, the sorption of radiation causes 

changes in rotational and rotational vibrational energy states. In the visible and UV 

region the absorption of radiation, can change the energy of the valence electrons. X 

rays cause the ejection of inner electrons from matter and the gamma rays on absorption 

of radiation cause changes in the nucleus. When EMR passes from Vacuum to the 

surface of a portion of matter, the radiation may be absorbed, transmitted, reflected or 

scattered. 
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Absorption: is a process in which certain frequencies may be selectively removed 

when a beam of radiation is allowed to pass through a transparent layer of a solid, liquid 

or gas. When an atom or molecule absorbs energy, they will move to higher energy 

state or excited state. Excited atoms or molecules are short lived and tend to come back 

to their ground state after 10
-8

 sec, with emission of certain amount of energy. In 

emission, the electron comes down from E* to E
o
 with the emission of photon and 

energy. 

 

  
 

Transition between electron levels is found in UV and visible regions. Thus absorption 

spectra are readily measured in spectral region and are of importance in analytical 

studies. 

Diffraction of Radiation: 

When a beam of EMR passes through a sharp edge or a narrow opening the bendening 

of radiation occur called diffraction. 

Dispersion of Radiation: 

The dispersion of radiation throughout the electromagnetic spectrum is related to the 

degree to which radiation is absorbed. They may be normal or anomalous dispersion. 

Refraction of Radiation: 

When a beam of radiation is allowed to pass from one medium to another having a 

change in density, an abrupt change in the direction of the beam is seen, it is called 

refraction. It is due to the differences in the velocity of radiation in two medias. 

Reflection of Radiation: 

This phenomenon occurs when a beam of radiation is allowed to pass through media of 

different refractive indices. 

Scattering of Radiation: 

When a turbid solution is brought in the light path of a photometer, less radiant energy 

reaches the photo detector due to scattering of light. 

Instruments for Optical Spectrometry: 

Instruments that measure the transmittance or absorbance of solution contain five basic 

components: 

1. A Stable light source. 
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2. A monochromator. 

3. Sample containers for sample and solvent. 

4. A radiation detector. 

5. A signal indicator. 

The basic components of analytical instruments for absorption spectroscopy, as well as 

for emission and fluorescence spectroscopy, are remarkably alike in function and in 

general performance requirements whether the instruments are designed for ultraviolet 

(UV), visible, or infrared (IR) radiation. Because of the similarities, such instruments 

are frequently referred to as optical instruments even though the eye is sensitive only to 

the visible region.  

Optical Materials: 

The cells, windows, lenses, mirrors, and wavelength-selecting elements in an optical 

spectroscopic instrument must transmit radiation in the wavelength region being 

investigated. Ordinary silicate glass is completely adequate for use in the visible region 

and has the considerable advantage of low cost. In the UV region at wavelengths shorter 

than about 380 nm, glass begins to absorb, and fused silica or quartz must be 

substituted. Also, in the IR region, glass, quartz, and fused silica all absorb at 

wavelengths longer than about 2.5 µm. Hence, optical elements for IR spectrometry are 

typically made from halide salts or, in some cases, polymeric materials. 

Spectroscopic Sources: 

To be suitable for spectroscopic studies, a source must generate a beam of radiation that 

is sufficiently powerful to allow easy detection and measurement. In addition, its output 

power should be stable for reasonable periods of time. Typically, for good stability, a 

well-regulated power supply must provide electrical power for the source. 

Spectroscopic sources are of two types: (a: continuum sources, which emit radiation 

that changes in intensity only slowly as a function of wavelength, much broad than line 

sources) and (b: line sources, which emit a limited number of spectral lines, each of 

which spans a very limited wavelength range). The distinction between these sources is 

illustrated in Figure.  

 

 
       Tungsten lamp                                           Deuterium lamp 
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Continuum Sources in the Ultraviolet/Visible Region: 

The most widely used continuum sources in the UV/visible range are listed in 

 The table below. 

 

 
 

 An ordinary tungsten filament lamp provides a distribution of wavelengths from 320 

to 2500 nm. Generally, these lamps are operated at a temperature of around 2900 K, 

which produces useful radiation from about 350 to 2200 nm. 

Tungsten/halogen lamps, also called quartz/halogen lamps, contain a small amount of 

iodine within the quartz envelope that houses the filament. Quartz allows the filament to 

be operated at a temperature of about 3500 K, which leads to higher intensities and 

extends the range of the lamp well into the UV region. The lifetime of a 

tungsten/halogen lamp is more than double that of an ordinary tungsten lamp because 

the life of the latter is limited by sublimation of tungsten from the filament. In the 

presence of iodine, the sublimed tungsten reacts to give gaseous WI2 molecules, which 

then diffuse back to the hot filament, where they decompose and redeposit as W atoms. 

Deuterium (and also hydrogen) lamps are most often used to provide continuum 

radiation in the UV region. A deuterium lamp consists of a cylindrical tube containing 

deuterium at low pressure, with a quartz window from which the radiation exits. The 

mechanism by which a continuum is produced by this source involves the formation of 

an excited molecule D
*
 (or H

*
) by absorption of electrical energy. This species then 

dissociates to give two hydrogen or deuterium atoms plus an ultraviolet photon. 

Continuum Sources in the Infrared Region: 

The continuum sources for IR radiation are normally heated inert solids.  

Globar source is a silicon carbide rod; infrared radiation is emitted when the Globar is 

heated to about l500°C by the passage of electricity.  

Nernst glower is a cylinder of zirconium and yttrium oxides that emits IR radiation 

when heated to a high temperature by an electric current. Electrically heated spirals of 

Ni – chrome wire also serve as inexpensive IR sources. 
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Wavelength Selectors: 

Spectroscopic instruments in the UV and visible regions are usually equipped with one 

or more devices to restrict the radiation being measured to a narrow band that is 

absorbed or emitted by the analyte. Such devices greatly enhance both the selectivity 

and the sensitivity of an instrument. In addition, for absorption measurements narrow 

bands of radiation greatly diminish the chance of Beer's law deviations due to 

polychromatic radiation. The size of the monochromator exit slit determines the width 

of radiation (bandwidth) emitted from the monochromator. A wider slit width gives 

higher sensitivity because higher radiation intensity passes to the sample but on the 

other hand, narrow slit width gives better resolution for the spectrum. In general, the 

choice of slit width to use in an experiment must be made by compromising these 

factors. Still, we can overcome the problem of low sensitivity of the small slit by 

increasing the sensitivity of the detector.  

 

 

     
 

              Prism monochrometer                  Grating monochrometer 

 

Radiation Filters: 

Interference Filters: Interference filters are used with ultraviolet and visible radiation, 

as well as with wavelengths up to about 14 nm in the infrared region. As the name 

implies, an interference filter relies on optical interference to provide a relatively 

narrow band of radiation, typically 5 to 20 nm in width. 

Absorption Filters: Absorption filters, which are generally less expensive and more 

rugged than interference filters, are limited in use to the visible region. This type of 

filter usually consists of a colored glass plate that removes part of the incident radiation 

by absorption. Absorption filters have effective bandwidths that range from perhaps 30 

to 250 nm.  
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Disadvantage: They are not very good wavelength selectors and can‟t be used in 

instruments utilized in research. This is because they allow the passage of a broad 

bandwidth which gives a chance for deviations from Beer‟s law. They absorb a 

significant fraction of the desired radiation. 

 

  
Cuvette: 

Quartz or fused silica may be used for UV – regions. Two cells may be identical but 

their absorption characteristics may be different in the UV region. Hence it is necessary 

to use one cell as reference cell and the other as sample cell always. Samples for 

UV/Vis Spectrophotometry are most often liquids, although the absorbance of gases 

and even of solids can also be measured. Cuvette is typically rectangular in shape, 

commonly with an internal width of 1 cm. (This width becomes the path length, L, in 

the Beer-Lambert law). The best cuvettes are made of high quality quartz, although 

glass or plastic cuvettes are common. (Glass and most plastics absorb in the UV, which 

limits their usefulness to visible wavelengths.) 

Types of Transducers: 
As shown in Table, there are two general types of transducers: one type responds to 

photons, the other to heat. All photon detectors are based on the interaction of radiation 

with a reactive surface, either to produce electrons (photoemission) or to promote 

electrons to the energy states in which they can conduct electricity (photoconduction). 

Only UV, visible, and near-IR radiation possess enough energy to cause photoemission 

to occur; thus, photoemission detectors are limited to wavelengths shorter than about 2 

µm (2000 nm). Photoconductors can be used in the near-, mid-, and far-IR regions of 

the spectrum. 

Phototube: Phototube emits electrons from a photosensitive, negatively charged 

cathode when struck by visible or UV radiation the electrons flow through vacuum to 

an anode to produce current which is proportional to radiation intensity. 
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Photomultiplier tube: 

It is a very sensitive device in which electrons emitted from the photosensitive cathode 

strike a second surface called dynode which is positive with respect to the original 

cathode. Electrons are thus accelerated and can knock out more than one electrons from 

the dynode. If the above process is repeated several times, so more than 10
6 

electrons 

are finally collected for each photon striking the first cathode. 

 
 

  
 

 

Generally, we detect IR radiation by measuring the temperature rise of a blackened 

material located in the path of the beam or by measuring the increase in electrical 

conductivity of a photo conducting material when it absorbs IR radiation. Because the 

temperature changes resulting from the absorption of the IR energy are minute, close 

control of the ambient temperature is required if large errors are to be avoided.  

The most widely used is a tiny thermocouple or a group of thermocouples called a 

thermopile. These devices consist of one or more pairs of dissimilar metal junctions 

that develop a potential difference when their temperatures differ. The magnitude of the 

potential depends on the temperature difference. 
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A bolometer has a conducting element whose electrical resistance changes as a 

function of temperature. Bolometers are fabricated from thin strips of metals, such as 

nickel or platinum, or from semiconductors consisting of oxides of nickel or cobalt; the 

latter is called Thermistors. 

A pneumatic detector consists of a small cylindrical chamber that is filled with xenon 

and contains a blackened membrane to absorb infrared radiation and heat the gas. One 

end of the cylinder is sealed with a window that is transparent to infrared radiation; the 

other end is sealed with a flexible diaphragm that moves in and out as the gas pressure 

changes with cooling or heating. The temperature is determined from the position of the 

diaphragm. 

Pyroelectric detectors are manufactured from crystals of a pyroelectric material, such 

as barium titanate or triglycine sulfate. When a crystal of either of these compounds is 

sandwiched between a pair of electrodes (one of which is transparent to infrared 

radiation), a temperature-dependent voltage develops that can be amplified and 

measured. 

Polarization and optical activity: 

Polarized ultraviolet and visible radiation produced by passage of radiation through 

media that selectively absorb, reflect or refract radiation that vibrates in only one plane 

is illustrated in figure. 

 
Radiation from a lamp rendered parallel by a lens, passes through a polarizer 

(A) Which has its axis oriented vertically. The analyzer (B) also with a vertical axis, has 

no further effect on the beam, but (C) with its axis horizontal, cuts the radiation into 

zero. If (C) is rotated on its own plane; the power of the transmitted radiation will vary 

as the site of the angle. Two polarizer placed in series are said to be "crossed" if their 

axes are mutually perpendicular. 

A beam of radiation may possess any degree of plane polarization from zero (complete 

symmetry) to 100 percent (complete polarization). 

Polarization is important in chemistry because of the ability of some crystals and liquids 

to rotate the plane of polarized radiation passed through them. This is the property 

known as "optical activity" 
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Instrumentation and application of UV/VIS. spectrophotometers: 

The UV/VIS spectral region and the origin of the absorptions: 

This region of the spectrum is conventionally divided into three sub-domains termed 

near UV (185–400 nm), visible (400–700 nm) and very near infrared (700– 1100 nm). 

Most commercial spectrophotometers cover the spectral range of 185 to 900 nm. The 

lower limit of the instrument depends upon the nature of the optical components used 

and of the presence, or not, along the optical pathway of air, knowing that oxygen and 

water vapor absorb intensely below 190 nm. Some instruments, on condition that they 

are operating in a vacuum, can attain 150nm with samples in the gaseous state. This is 

the domain of vacuum or far ultraviolet.  

Instrumentation: 

Light Source: Incandescent tungsten lamp in the visible region 320-110mm is used as 

the source of light. 

Monochromator: Monochromator such as prism, diffraction grating may be used. 

In some monochromator lenses, mirror or other optical components are required. 

Lenses and prisms of ordinary glass can be used for visible region. 

Detectors: A detector is a transducer that converts EMR into an electron flow and 

subsequently into a current flow or voltage in the read out circuit. The detectors 

commonly used include solid state photo iodides, photo emissive tubes and 

photomultiplier tubes. 

Working principle:  

Light from the radiation source which is a tungsten lamp is allowed to pass, by means 

of a lens, through a narrow slit and then by means of a mirror m to an optical grating, 

which divides the light into narrow spectral regions corresponding to different 

wavelengths. The light of a desired wavelength emerging from the grating is allowed to 

pass through the cuvette containing the solution under examination. The light further 

passes to photo electric cell which is in contact with galvanometer. The intensity of 

light can be measured with the help of cell. The cuvette is now replaced by another 

cuvette containing pure solvent and the same light is allowed to pass through it and then 

to cell. 
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Special methodology in UV spectrometric analysis: 
A spectrophotometer can be either single beam or double beam. In a single beam 

instrument, all of the light passes through the sample cell. Io must be measured by 

removing the sample. In a double-beam instrument, the light is split into two beams 

before it reaches the sample. One beam is used as the reference; the other beam passes 

through the sample. Some double-beam instruments have two detectors (photodiodes), 

and the sample and reference beam are measured at the same time. In other instruments, 

the two alternates between measuring the sample beam and the reference beam. 

     
 

Absorption by Organic Compounds: 

Absorption of radiation by organic molecules in the wavelength region between 

180 and 780 nm results from interactions between photons and electrons that either 

participate directly in bond formation or localized about such atoms as oxygen, sulfur, 

nitrogen, and the halogens. The shared electrons in carbon/carbon or carbon/hydrogen 

single bonds are so firmly held that their excitation requires energies corresponding to 

wavelengths in the vacuum ultraviolet region below 180 nm. Single – bond spectra have 

not been widely exploited for analytical purposes because of the experimental 

difficulties of working in this region. Electrons involved in double and triple bonds of 

organic molecules are not as strongly held and are therefore more easily excited by 

radiation; thus, species with unsaturated bonds generally exhibit useful absorption 

peaks. Unsaturated organic functional groups that absorb in the ultraviolet or visible 

regions are known as Chromophores.  
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In addition, conjugation between two or more chromophores tends to cause shifts in 

peak maxima to longer wavelengths. Finally, vibrational effects broaden absorption 

peaks in the ultraviolet and visible regions, which often make precise determination of 

an absorption maximum difficult. Saturated organic compounds containing such 

heteroatoms as oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur, or halogens have non bonding electrons that 

can be excited by radiation in the 170- to 250 nm range. 
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Absorption by Inorganic Species: 

In general, the ions and complexes of elements in the first two transition series absorb 

broad bands of visible radiation in at least one of their oxidation states and are, as a 

result, colored.  

      
   Transition metal ions       Rear earth metal ions           Charge transfer ions 

 

Here, absorption involves transitions between filled and unfilled d-orbitals with 

energies that depend on the ligands bonded to the metal ions. The energy differences 

between these d-orbitals depend on the position of the element in the periodic table, its 

oxidation state, and the nature of the ligands bonded to it. 

Charge- Transfer Absorption: 

A charge-transfer complex consists of an electron-donor group bonded to an electron 

acceptor. When this product absorbs radiation, an electron from the donor is transferred 

to an orbital that is largely associated with the acceptor.  
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Type of transition:     

  
 

Terms describing UV absorptions: 
1.  Chromophores: functional groups that give electronic transitions. 

2.  Auxochromes: substituents with unshared pair e's like OH, NH, SH ..., when 

attached to π chromophore they generally move the absorption max. to longer λ. 

3. Bathochromic shift: shift to longer λ, also called red shift. 

4. Hysochromic shift: shift to shorter λ, also called blue shift. 

5. Hyperchromism: increase in ε of a band. 

6. Hypochromism: decrease in ε of a band. 

 

     
Types of visible spectrophotometers: 

They are divided into 3 groups. 

1. Those with glass optics sensitive from 300-800mm 

2. Those with quartz optics sensitive from 200-100mm 

3. Those covering the range from 100 mm. 

They can be 1) Manual or non-recording. 2) Automatic or recording. 

They employ 1) Single beam or 2) Double beam optical systems. 
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Applications of Ultraviolet/Visible Spectroscopy: 
Spectrophotometric measurements with ultraviolet radiation are useful for detecting 

chromophoric groups, such as those shown in Table. Because large parts of even the 

most complex organic molecules are transparent to radiation longer than 180 nm, the 

appearance of one or more peaks in the region from 200 to 400 nm is clear indication of 

the presence of unsaturated groups or of atoms such as sulfur or halogens. Thus, 

ultraviolet qualitative data must be supplemented with other physical or chemical 

evidence such as infrared, nuclear magnetic resonance, and mass spectra as well as 

solubility and melting- and boiling-point information. 

. The important characteristics of spectrophotometric and photometric methods are: 

1. Wide applicability.  

2. High sensitivity.  

3. Moderate to high selectivity.  

4. Good accuracy 

5. Ease and convenience.  

Applications of Ultraviolet Spectroscopy: 
It is used for identification of vitamins, sterols, hydrocarbons, enzymes, 

pharmaceuticals. 

· It is used to determine inorganic substances, e.g. Lead measurement in bone ash. 

· They are used for identifying compounds 

· To measure the concentration of solutions 

· To study H
+
 ion concentration. 

· To study the structure of inorganic complexes. 

. To determine molecular weight:  M.wt. = 𝜖wb / A , w the weight of compound.  

Applications of visible Spectrophotometers: 

1. It is used for the analysis of various elements such as: 

 Al, Fe, Salicylic acid, NH3, Mg, urea, As, Mn, glycine, Co, Ni, Cu, Ti, F
-
, V. 

2. They are used for identifying compounds. 

3. To decide the constituents of compounds 

4. To measure the concentration of solutions 

5. To study H
+
 ion concentration. 

6. To study the structure of inorganic complexes 

Solvents: 

A solvent for ultraviolet/visible spectroscopy must be transparent in the region of the 

spectrum where the solute absorbs and should dissolve a sufficient quantity of the 

sample to give a well-defined analyte spectrum. In addition, we must consider possible 

interactions of the solvent with the absorbing species. For example, polar solvents, such 

as water, a1cohols, esters, and ketones, tend to obliterate vibration spectra and should 

thus be avoided to preserve spectral detail. Nonpolar solvents, such as cyclohexane, 

often provide spectra that more closely approach that of a gas. In addition, the polarity 
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of the solvent often influences the position of absorption maxima. Table lists common 

solvents for studies in the ultraviolet and visible regions and their approximate lower 

wavelength limits.  

Mathematical Theory (Beer’s Lambert’s Law) 

If a beam of white light passes through a glass container (cuvette) filled with liquid, the 

emergent radiation is always less powerful than the entering. The loss is due in part to 

"reflections" at the surfaces and to scattering by any suspended particles present. But in the 

absence of such particles, it is primarily accounted for "absorption" of the radiant energy by 

the liquid. As a consequence reaction between the photons and absorbing atoms or 

molecules, the power of the beam is attenuated from Io to I. 

The transmittance T of the medium is then the fraction of incident radiation transmitted by 

the medium: 

T = P / Po 

Transmittance is often expressed as a percentage or 

%T = I / Io × 100% 

The Absorbance (A) of a medium is defined by the equation: 

A = log Io / I = -log T 

Note that the ratio in contrast to transmittance, the absorbance of a medium increases as 

attenuation of the beam becomes greater. 

If Io = Intensity of light which passes the solution 

I = Intensity of light which passes through the solvent. 

When log Io / I is plotted against λ, maximum absorption will be given by the maximum 

in the curves. That wavelength at which the maximum absorption of light takes place is 

called as λ max. 

It measures the intensity of light passing through a sample (I), and compares it to the 

intensity of light before it passes through the sample (Io). The ratio I / Io is called the 

transmittance, and is usually expressed as a percentage (%T). The absorbance, A, is 

based on the transmittance: A = - log (%T). 

Beer’s Law 

For monochromatic radiation, absorbance is directly proportional to the path length (b) 

through the medium and the concentration (c) of the absorbing species, 

A (absorbance) = log Io/I = a b c 

Where (a) is the proportionality constant called the absorptivity, units (L. g
-1

. cm
-1

). 

When the concentration is expressed in moles per liter, the absorptivity is called the molar 

absorptivity and is given the symbol (є) 

A = є b c (units of є = L. mole
-1

. cm
-1

).  Absorptivity (є) is a property of a substance 

(intensive property), whereas absorbance (A) is a property of a particular sample (extensive 

property) and will therefore vary with the concentration and length of light path through the 

container. 
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Lambert–Beer law: 

The UV/Vis domain has been widely exploited in quantitative analysis and the visible 

region for a particularly long time. The measurements are based upon the Lambert–Beer 

law which, under certain conditions, links the absorption of the light to the 

concentration of a compound in solution. 

                                     

                

                              
Beer’s law and mixtures: 

Each analyte present in the solution absorbs light.  

• The magnitude of the absorption depends on its e 

A total = A1+A2+…+An  

A total = 𝜀1bc1+𝜀2bc2+…+𝜀nbcn  

 

Limits of Beer’s Law: 

Chemical Deviations 

   －absorbing undergo association, dissociation or reaction with the solvent 

Instrumental Deviations: 

   －non-monochromatic radiation. 

   －stray light.  

It was found that the molar Absorptivity is influenced by: 

1. The wavelength of radiation 

2. The refractive index and is thus indirectly related to concentration 

3. Electrostatic interactions taking place in solution; and thus electronic distribution 

4. In rare cases, like methylene blue, the molar Absorptivity is directly dependent 

on concentration. 
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Calibration of instrumental methods: 

All types of analytical methods require calibration, i.e. relating the measured analytical 

signal to the concentration of the analyst. To use this technique, several standards 

containing exactly known concentrations of the analyte are introduced into the instrument 

and the instrumental response is recorded. Ordinarily, this response is corrected for the 

instrumental output obtained with a blank. Ideally, the blank contains all of the components 

of the original sample except for the analyte. Plotting resulting data gives a graph of 

corrected instrument response versus analyst concentration. 

External standard method  
In figure,  linear plots are obtained. Non linear plots are due to matrix effects, interferences, 

instrumental drift,- - etc. Usually an equation (y=mx+c) is developed for the calibration 

curve, so that sample concentration can be computed directly. 

Where, m=slope of the curve, c = background count rate. The success of the calibration 

curve method is dependent on: (a) how accurately the analyte concentrations of the 

standards are and (b) how closely the matrix of the standards resembles that of samples to 

be analyzed. 

        
 

Internal standard method 

Matrix effects lead to interference errors. To minimize these affects, the internal standard 

method can minimize several types of both random and systematic errors. The internal 

standard is a substance added in a constant amount to all samples, blanks and calibration 

standards in an analysis. Calibration involves plotting the ratio of the analyte signal to the 

internal standard signal (I/Io) as a function of the analyst concentration of the standards. 

This ratio then used to obtain the analyst concentration from the calibration curve. 

Thus if the analyte and internal standard signals are influenced in the same way, 

compensation for several types of matrix interferences, random and systematic errors may 

occur. The internal standard should be absent from the sample matrix, so that the only 
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source of the standard is the added amount. For example, Lithium is a good internal 

standard for the determination of sodium (Na) and potassium (K) in blood serum, because 

the chemical behavior of Li is similar to both analysts, but it does not occur naturally in 

blood. 

Standard addition method (spiking method) 

When a suitable standard is not available, it may be possible to use the element to be 

determined as its own internal standard. This is sometimes more convenient than the use of 

a different element. 

 
 

The figure shown the principle of spiking procedure A small quantity (C2) of the element to 

be analyzed is added to the sample, and the ratio of the count rates before and after addition 

are used to estimate the initial concentration (C1). If the concentration / count rate is linear, 

the net count rate from an element is proportional to its concentration, and addition of more 

of the same element should cause the count rate to increase proportionally. Figure, 

illustrates the concept and it can be seen that net count rate (I1) is proportional to the 

concentration (C1). By addition of (C2) of the analyzed element to give a new concentration 

of (C1+C2) the net count rate increases to (I2), and with more additions (C1+C2+C3) the net 

count rate increases to I3 and so on. This method is useful for the determination of single 

elements in very complex matrices, and where suitable standards are not available. 

Determination of stoichiometric:  

Mole ratio method: 

Include the preparation of one solution has constant concentration of the metal and a set 

of a solution have different concentration of ligand(less and more than the concentration 
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of metal). After mixing the absorbance was measured and plotted versus the ratio of the 

ligand concentration to metal concentration, as shown in the figure. 

Job method of continuous variations: 

Include the preparation of site of solution by mixing different volume from the 

solution of ligand and metal which have the same concentration. The final volume of 

mixture must be constant. The absorbance was measured and plotted versus the ratio of 

metal volume to ligand volume as shown in figure.      
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Instrumentation and application of IR spectroscopy: 
Introduction: 

It was first discovered by William Herschel in 1800. Later it was developed by 

William Coblentz. The spectrum of EMR seen in IR region is called IR spectra. They 

provide valuable information about the basic characteristics of the molecule, nature of 

atoms, spatial arrangement etc. 

Analytical infrared studies are based on the absorption (or reflection) of the 

electromagnetic radiation that lies between 1 and 1000 µm. This is one of the most 

common spectroscopic techniques used for compound identification and measuring of 

concentrations in many samples. This spectral range is sub-divided into three smaller 

areas, the near infrared (near-IR, 1 - 2.5 µm), and the mid infrared (mid-IR, 2.5–50 µm) 

and the far infrared (beyond 2.5mm). To conduct these analyses, there is a full range of 

instruments from Fourier transform spectrometers to a multiplicity of analyzers of 

dispersive or non-dispersive types, specialized in the measurement of pre-defined 

compounds (e.g. analysis of gases and vapors) or which allow continuous analyses on 

production lines. The Fourier transform infrared spectrometry offers numerous 

possibilities for the treatment of spectra and has applications for the analysis of 

structured micro samples (infrared microanalysis). 

The origin of light absorption in the infrared: 

In the near and the mid infrared, the absorption of light by matter originates from the 

interaction between the radiation from a light source and the chemical bonds of the 

sample.  

 
 If such a non-symmetrical bond is irradiated by a monochromatic light source whose 

frequency is the same as the dipole, then an interaction will occur with the bond. Thus, 

the electrical component of the wave can transfer its energy to the bond on condition 

that the mechanical frequency of the bond and the electromagnetic frequency of the 

radiation are the same. In the absence of a permanent dipole, which is the case with O2, 

N2 and Cl2 having non-polar bonds, there will be no coupling with the electromagnetic 

wave and therefore no absorption of energy will take place.  
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Absorptions in the infrared: 

Infrared absorption information, which varies with the radiation wavelengths selected, 

is generally presented in the form of a spectrum, which is the basic document issued 

from the spectrometer. The ordinate of the graph records the ratio of the transmitted; 

this ratio is called the transmittance (T). 

On the graph it is often replaced by the percent transmittance (percent T) or by 

absorbance (A): 

A = log (1/T).              

 

 
 

Rotational–vibrational bands in the mid-IR: 

The theory is postulated that the total molecular energy arises from the sum of the 

independent though quantified terms named energy of rotation Erot, energy of vibration 

Evib and electronic molecular energy Eelec: 

                   Etot = Erot  +Evib + Eelec 

 

Principle of Infrared spectroscopy: 

Consider a diatomic molecule AB. They have 2 nuclei and electrons. These atoms can 

exist in a number of energy levels. When excited, energy is absorbed and transition 

occurs. The absorbed energy may set the whole molecule to rotating or causes the 

vibration of atoms of A and B within the molecule. These changes can occur due to 

absorption of IR radiation. These vibration or rotation helps in identifying the functional 

groups. 
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Types of Infrared spectroscopy: 

They may be of two types. 

Single beam IR Absorption instrument 

Double beam IR Absorption instrument 

 
 

Instrumentation of Infrared spectroscopy: 

Source: 

1) Nernst glowers: are constructed from a fused mixture of oxides of zirconium, 

yttrium and thorium molded in the form of hollow rods 1 -3 mm in diameter and 2 – 5 

cm long. These glowers are fragile. 

2) Globar: bar of sintered silicon carbide 6 – 8 mm in diameter and 50 mm long has 

characteristics intermediate between heated wire coils and the Nernst glower. It is self 

starting and has an operating temperature near 1300 
o
C 

Monochromator: 

Prism monochromator: are most effective in IR radiation. According to wavelength it 

should be made up of CaF2, KBr, NaCl. The surface should be smooth. 
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Grating monochromator: They are very popular. They are made of Al and are not 

attacked by moisture. 

Cuvette: The Cuvette is made up of NaCl. 

Detector: At the short wave length below 1.2 μm, the preferred detection methods are 

the same as those used for Visible and Ultraviolet radiation. The detectors used at 

longer wavelengths can be classified into two groups ie, thermal detectors and photon 

detectors. 

  
Working principle of IR spectroscopy: 

The compounds can be examined in vapor phase, as liquids, in solution and in solid 

state. In solution: Here the compound is dissolved in chloroform and taken in special 

cell made of NaCl. In solid state: Accurately 1 mg of solid is ground well with 1 drop of 

hydrocarbon and used for the analysis. In vapor state: Vapor of the sample is introduced 

into a special cell made of NaCl. A beam of infrared light is produced and split into two 

separate beams. One is passed through the sample, the other passed through a reference 

which is often the substance the sample is dissolved in. The beams are both reflected 

back towards a detector, however first they pass through a splitter which quickly 

alternates which of the two beams enters the detector. The two signals are then 

compared and a printout is obtained. 

In most UV/visible instruments, the cell is located between the monochromator 

and the detector in order to avoid photodecomposition of the sample, which may 

occur if samples are exposed to the full power of the source. Infrared radiation, in 

contrast, is not sufficiently energetic to bring about photodecomposition. Also, 

most samples are good emitters of IR radiation. Because of this, the cell 

compartment is usually located between the source and the monochromator in an 

IR instrument. 

The components of IR instruments differ significantly from those of UV/visible 

instruments. Thus, IR sources are heated solids, and IR detectors respond to heat rather 

than to photons. Furthermore, the optical components of IR instruments are constructed 

from polished salts, such as sodium chloride or potassium bromide. 
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Single beam IR absorption Instrument: 

Here the radiation passes through the sample and then through the entrance slit to 

monochromator. The detector measures the amount of radiation absorbed by the 

sample. 

Double beam IR absorption Instrument: 

Here the source beam is separated into sample beam and reference beam. The two 

systems combine and pass along optical system to the detector. An oscillating signal is 

produced, and the degree of oscillation becomes a measure of I0/It, the absorbance of 

solution. 

Interpretation of IR spectra: 

Each functional group has a characteristic absorption band at a particular wavelength. 

 
 

Qualitative Applications of Infrared Spectrophotometry: 

Absorption bands useful for the identification of functional groups are located in the 

shorter-wavelength region of the infrared (from about 2.5 to 8.5 µm), where the 

positions of the absorption maxima are only slightly affected by the carbon skeleton to 

which the groups are attached. 

Quantitative Infrared Photometry and Spectrophotometry: 

Quantitative infrared absorption methods differ somewhat from their ultraviolet and 

visible counterparts because of the greater complexity of the spectra, the narrowness of 

the absorption bands, and the capabilities of the instruments available for measurements 

in this spectral region. 

The table illustrates the variety of atmospheric pollutants that can be determined with a 

simple, portable filter photometer equipped with a separate interference filter for each 

analyte species.  
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Fourier transforms infrared spectrometer (FTIR): 

Fourier transform IR instruments contain no dispersing element, and all wavelengths 

are detected and measured simultaneously. Instead of a monochromator an 

interferometer is used to produce interference patterns that contain the infrared spectral 

information. The same types of sources used in dispersive instruments are used in FTIR 

spectrometers. Transducers are typically triglycine sulfate – a pyroelectric transducer – 

or  mercury cadmium telluride – a  photoconductive transducer. To obtain radiant 

power as a function of wavelength, the interferometer modulates the source signal in 

such a way that it can be decoded by the mathematical technique of Fourier 

transformation. This operation requires a high – speed computer to do the necessary 

calculations. 

Fourier transform spectrometers detect all the wavelengths all the time. They have 

greater light – gathering power than dispersive instruments and consequently better 

precision. Although computation of the Fourier transform is somewhat complex, it is 

easily accomplished with modern, inexpensive, high-speed personal computers. 
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Diagram of a Michelson interferometer:  

A beam from the light source at left is split into two beams by the beam splitter. The 

two beams travel two separate paths and converge on the detector. The two beams A 

and B converge in the same region of space and form an interference pattern. As the 

movable mirror on the right is moved, the interference pattern shifts across the detector 

and modulates the optical signal. The resulting reference interferogram is recorded and 

used as a measure of the power of the incident beam at all wavelengths. An absorbing 

sample is then inserted into the beam, and a sample interferogram is recorded. The two 

interferogram are used to compute the absorption spectrum of the sample. 

This method has several advantages: 

• The entrance slit is replaced by an iris furnishing a better signal to the detector which 

receives more energy (multiplexing advantage); 

• The signal – to – noise  ratio is much higher to that of the sequential method since it 

can be improved by the accumulation of successive scans, the wavelengths are 

calculated with higher precision which facilitate the comparison of spectra. 

• The resolution is better and constant across the entire region under study.  
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Fluorescence and phosphorescence: 

Many compounds, when excited by a light source in the visible or near ultraviolet 

regions, absorb energy; which is re – emitted in the form of radiation. According to 

Stokes‟ law, the maximum of the spectral emission band is located at a longer 

wavelength than that of the original excitation light. These are fluorescent compounds. 

After excitation, the light intensity decays extremely rapidly according to an 

exponential law. Expression links the intensity of fluorescence I t and the time passed t 

since the excitation: 

   

  
 

 
 

This emission can be classified as fluorescence, which has a very rapid decrease in 

intensity or phosphorescence, where emission decay is much slower. The difference 
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between the two is characterized by the value of the constant k, which for fluorescence 

is much greater than for phosphorescence. The life time of fluorescence τ0 is defined, 

using the rate constant k, by τ0 = 1/k. Fluorescence life times τ0 are only a few 

nanoseconds.  

Emission of radiation 

The interaction of electromagnetic radiation with matter is a reversible phenomenon. Let us 

examine the events, which might follow the absorption of radiation raising the energy of a 

molecule from its ground state, So, to an excited vibration level of an excited singlet state, 

S2. The molecule may lose the acquired energy through one of several alternate pathways: 

(a) The process might be reversed immediately in which the emitted radiation is identical in 

frequency to the radiation employed for excitation (Arrow E). This process called 

Resonance Fluorescence. 
(b) The excitation energy is more likely that it is converted to kinetic energy by collisions 

with other molecules and fall to the lowest vibrational level of the S2 state, resulting in a 

minute increase in the temperature of the system. A process called Vibrational Relaxation. 

(c) A transition from the lowest S2 state to the next lower singlet state S1 is highly favored, 

and is called Internal Conversion. The molecule then rapidly loses energy through 

additional collisions until it reaches the lowest level of the lowest singlet state S1. The 

molecule may return directly from the S1 level to the ground state by emitting a photon, 

termed normal fluorescence. The frequency of normal fluorescence will be lower than the 

resonance fluorescence. Many organic and some inorganic compounds fluorescence in the 

visible region when they are irradiated with ultraviolet light. Another possibility that the 

molecule may return to the ground state by further collisions, dissipating the energy as non 

radiated heat. A third possibility is that the molecule can shift from the singlet state to the 

corresponding triplet state (S1 -  T1), a phenomenon called Intersystem Crossing. This 

crossing involves unpairing of the two electrons, leaving the molecule in an excited 

vibrational level. The lifetime of the T1state is relatively long (> 10 sec) and its energy is 

lower than the S1 state, therefore a triplet molecule is more likely to lose energy through 

collisions. 

However, some substances do return from the triplet state to the ground state via photon 

emission,  a process called Phosphorescence. The duration of phosphorescence depends on 

the lifetime of the T1 state and may last as long as 10 sec. Only a few type of molecules 

exhibit phosphorescence. 

Relationship between fluorescence and concentration: 

The phenomenon of radiation damping, called internal quenching is due to the partial 

overlap of the absorption and emission spectra (color quenching), and is increased by 

transfers of energy from excited species to other molecules or ions through collisions or 

complexes formation (chemical quenching). That is why the presence of oxygen can 

cause an underestimation of fluorescence. For solutions, the quantum yield of 
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fluorescence ɸf (between 0 and 1 inclusive), which is independent of the intensity 

emitted by the light source, is defined by the ratio of the number of photons emitted to 

the number of photons absorbed, this latter being equivalent to the ratio of fluorescence 

intensity If over that absorbed Ia. 

           
Accepting that Ia = I0 − It (It representing the transmitted light intensity), the following 

reasoning allows to relate If to the concentration C, of the compound: 

   
This last expression reveals that the intensity of fluorescence depends upon the 

experimental conditions. If all the parameters due to the instrument and most due the 

compound are factored into a global constant K, then the following equation can be 

used for weak concentrations (A<001): 

                                           If =K · Io ·C  

(2.3Є bc)    If = K Φf IO 

(2.3Є bc)    Ip= K Φp IO 

                     
Rayleigh scattering and Raman bands: 

When the wavelengths of excitation and of emission are close together then confusion 

becomes possible between the fluorescence of the sample and two artefacts due to the 

solvent: Rayleigh scattering and Raman diffusion.  

Rayleigh scattering: 
Rayleigh scattering is the re-emission, by the solvent in which the compound is 

dissolved, of a small fraction of the absorbed excitation light in all directions at the 

same wavelength (Figure). The Rayleigh scattering intensity depends upon the 

polarizability of the solvent molecules. 

Raman diffusion: 

Raman scattering, which is 100 to 1000 times weaker than that of Rayleigh scattering, 

is produced by the transfer of a part of the excitation radiation energy to the solvent 

molecules in the form of vibrational energy. The solvent molecules re – emit  photons 

of less energy than those having served to excite them. Compared to Rayleigh 

scattering, the Raman emission band is shifted towards longer wavelengths.  
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Instrumentation: 

A fluorescing compound behaves like a source which emits light in all directions. 

This emitted light is usually monitored in a direction perpendicular to the beam coming 

from the primary excitation source. For strongly absorbing solutions, fluorescence is 

viewed from the face of the sample on which the exciting radiation impinges, while for 

opaque or semi – opaque samples a frontal measurement is preferable (Figure). The 

excitation source is often a xenon arc lamp with a power of 150 to 800 watts. The 

measurement of the light intensity is carried out using a photomultiplier tube or a 

photodiode. The solvent, the temperature, the pH and the concentration are the principal 

parameters which affect the intensity of fluorescence. For solution samples, rectangular 

1 cm glass or fused silica cuvettes are used. 

Applications: 

Apart from about 10 percent of all existing molecules that possess natural fluorescence, 

many can be made fluoresce by chemical modification or by association with a 

fluorescent molecule. For example, a fluorophore reagent can be bonded to an analyte 

by chemical reaction (the 7-hydroxycoumarins can be used to this effect). This is called 

fluorescence derivatization, reminiscent of the procedure employed in colorimetry.  
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Chemiluminescence: 

Chemiluminescence is a particular form of phosphorescence. The excited molecules, 

which lead to phosphorescence, are produced during a chemical reaction. In the 

example of Figure, fluorine acts as a strong oxidizing agent when transforming the 

dimethyl sulfide. A portion of the energy liberated by this reaction is emitted in the 

form of light. The reactions that cause emission are all oxidations by hydrogen 

peroxide. These reactions make available numerous measurements of great sensitivity. 

Luminol and diphenyl oxalate are two compounds very frequently used in a variety of 

classic applications. If the use of luminol to measure ferrous iron or hydrogen peroxide, 

there exists a certain number of significant applications for chemiluminescence in 

chemical analysis, such as those which make use of ozone as an oxidizing agent.  
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Instrumentation and application of Nephelometry and Turbidimetry:  

Introduction: 

Nephelometry is based upon the scattering of radiation. They are used for monitoring of 

water pollution. 

Turbidimetry is based upon the scattering of light by non-transparent suspended 

particles in the solution. However the method of measurement of the scattered radiation 

varies from that of Nephelometry. 

Principle: 

Nephelometry: 

In Nephalometric analysis the measurement of the intensity of the scattered light acts as 

a function of the concentration of the dispersed phase forms the basis for the analysis. 

Here the light is passed through the sample solution (containing suspended particles) 

directly and the amount of scattered radiation is measured at 90
o
 angle. The 

measurement of intensity of scattered light as a function of concentration of dispersed 

phase is the basis of analysis of Nephelometry. 

Turbidimetry: 

When light is passed through the suspension, part of incident radiant energy is 

dissipated by absorption, refraction and reflection while remainder is transmitted. “The 

measurement of the intensity of transmitted light as a function of the concentration of 

dispersed phase is the basis of turbidimetric analysis.” Turbidimetry is more satisfactory 

for the determination of relatively high concentration of suspended particles. 

Theory:  

Nephelometry: 

For these measurements, transmitted intensity I can be determined with the equation, 

Log I0 / It = K‟Ic. 

I0 – Intensity of Incident light 

It – Intensity of transmitted light 

c– Concentration of absorbing particles in the solution. 

I – thickness of the absorbing medium 

K‟- Nephelometry coefficient 

Turbidimetry: 

For these measurements, transmitted intensity I can be determined with the equation, 

Log I0 / It = K‟Ic. 

I0 – Intensity of Incident light 

It – Intensity of transmitted light 

c – Concentration of absorbing particles in the solution. 

I – thickness of the absorbing medium 

K‟- turbidity coefficient 
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Instrumentation: 

Nephelometry: 

The instruments used in Nephelometry are similar to that used in Spectrophotometry. 

    
Source: Generally a mercury arc with special filter combination is highly preferred. 

Cells: A cell with a rectangular cross section is usually selected for the study. The 

figure of such cell is shown in figure. 

Detectors: Phototubes are used in turbidimeters and photomultiplier tubes are used in 

Nephelometry. They are fixed on circular disc which allows measurement at 0
o
C & 

from 35
o
C to 135

o
C. 

Turbidimetry:  

The instruments used in turbidimetry are similar to that used in Spectrophotometry. 

Source: Generally a mercury arc with special filter combination is highly preferred. 

Cells: A cell with a rectangular cross section is usually selected for the study. 

Detectors: Phototubes are used in turbidimeters. They are fixed on circular disc which 

allows measurement at 0
o
C & from 35

o
C to 135

o
C. 

Figure shows a simple turbidimeter, which consists of a cylinder to contain the turbid 

solution, a lamp filament of fixed intensity at the base and an adjustable plunger 

through which visual observation is made. The depth of turbid solution needed to 

extinguish the image of lamp is noted. A standard graph is prepared using standard 

suspension. The graph is drawn by plotting depth versus concentration. 

                              
 

Applications of Nephelometry and Turbidimetry: 

1. They are of higher importance in water treatment plants, sewage work, power and 

steam generating plants, in beverage bottling industry, Paper & pulp industry, 

Petroleum refineries and in pharmaceutical industry. 
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2. In water analysis, they are used to determine clarify and for understanding the 

efficiency of treatment process. 

3. They are used to determine the CO2 concentration. (Ba salt + CO2 as BaCO3  

analyzed by Nephelometry or turbidimetry.) 

4. Turbidimetry is used to analyze turbidity in sugar products and citrus juices. 

5. Nephelometry helps to determine the content of carbonate as BaCO3, Cl
-
, as AgCl, F 

as CaF2, and Cyanide as AgCN. 

6. These methods are more precise than colorimetric methods. For eg. „P‟ can be 

detected at a concentration of 1 ppm too. 

7. The turbidity caused by BaSO4 can be analysed using this instrument.  

Atomic Spectroscopy: 

Atomic spectroscopic methods are used for the qualitative and quantitative 

determination of more than 70 elements. Typically, these methods can detect ppm to 

ppb amounts, and, in some cases, even smaller concentrations. Atomic spectroscopic 

methods are, in addition, rapid, convenient, and usually of high selectivity.  

Spectroscopic determination of atomic species can only be performed on a gaseous 

medium in which the individual atoms or elementary ions. Consequently, the first step 

in all atomic spectroscopic procedures is atomization, a process in which a sample is 

volatilized and decomposed in such a way as to produce gas – phase atoms and ions. 

The efficiency and reproducibility of the atomization step can have a large influence on 

the sensitivity, precision, and accuracy of the method. In short, atomization is a critical 

step in atomic spectroscopy. 

Origins of atomic spectra and optical Spectra: 

Once the sample has been converted into gaseous atoms or elementary ions, various 

types of spectroscopy can be performed. With gas – phase atoms or ions, only 

electronic transitions occur. Thus, atomic emission, absorption, and fluorescence 

spectra are made up of a limited number of narrow spectral lines. 

Emission Spectra: 

In atomic emission spectroscopy, analyte atoms are excited by external energy in the 

form of heat or electrical energy. The energy typically is supplied by plasma, a flame, a 

low-pressure discharge, or a high – powered laser. Figure shows a partial energy – level 

diagram for atomic sodium. Before the external energy source is applied, the sodium 

atoms are usually in their lowest energy or ground state. The applied energy then causes 

the atoms to be momentarily in a higher energy or excited state. With sodium atoms in 

the ground state, the single valence electrons are in the 3s orbital. External energy 

promotes the outer electrons from their ground – state 3s orbitals to 3p, 4p, or 5p 

excited – state orbitals.  
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After a few nanoseconds, the excited atoms relax to the ground state, giving up their 

energy as photons of visible or ultraviolet radiation. As shown at the right of the figure, 

the wavelength of the emitted radiation is 590, 330, and 285 nm. A transition to or from 

the ground state is called a resonance transition, and the resulting spectral line is called 

a resonance line. 

 

 

Absorption Spectra: 

In atomic absorption spectroscopy, an external source of radiation impinges on the 

analyte vapor, as illustrated in Figure. 

 
If the external source radiation is of the appropriate frequency (wavelength), it can be 

absorbed by the analyte atoms and promote them to excited states. Figure shows three 

of several absorption lines for sodium vapor. The source of these spectral lines is 

indicated in the partial energy diagram shown in Figure. Here, absorption of radiation of 

285, 330, and 590 nm excites the single outer electron of sodium from its ground-state 

3s energy level to the excited 3p, 4p, and 5p orbitals, respectively. After a few 

nanoseconds, the excited atoms relax to their ground state by transferring their excess 

energy to other atoms or molecules in the medium. 
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The absorption and emission spectra for sodium are fairly simple and consist of 

relatively few lines. For elements that have several outer electrons that can be excited, 

absorption and emission spectra may be much more complex. 

Instrumentation: 

Atomic absorption spectrophotometers are designed using either the single – beam or 

double – beam optics described earlier for molecular absorption spectrophotometers.  

Production of atoms and ions: 

The most important difference between a spectrophotometer for atomic absorption and 

one for molecular absorption is the need to convert the analyte into a free atom. The 

process of converting an analyte in solid, liquid, or solution form to a free gaseous atom 

is called atomization. In most cases the sample containing the analyte undergoes some 

form of sample preparation that leaves the analyte in an organic or aqueous solution. 

Two general methods of atomization are used: flame atomization and electro thermal 

atomization. A few elements are atomized using other methods. 

Sample Introduction Systems: 

Atomization devices fall into two classes; continuous atomizers and discrete 

atomizers. With continuous atomizers, such as plasmas and f1ames, samples are 

introduced in a continuous manner. With discrete atomizers, samples are introduced in a 

discrete manner with a device such as a syringe or an auto sampler. The most common 

discrete atomizer is the electrothermal atomizer. 

The general methods of introducing solution samples into plasma and flames are 

illustrated in Figure. Direct nebulization is most often used. In this case, the nebulizer 

constantly introduces the sample in the form of a fine spray of droplets, called an 

aerosol. With such continuous sample introduction into a flame or plasma, a steady – 

state population of atoms, molecules, and ions is produced. 

The complex processes that must occur to produce free atoms or elementary ions are 

illustrated in Figure. Discrete solution samples are introduced by transferring an aliquot 

of the sample to the atomizer. The vapor cloud produced with electrothermal atomizers 

is transient because of the limited amount of sample available. Solid samples can be 

introduced into plasma by vaporizing them with an electrical spark or with a laser beam. 

 
 

Laser volatilization, often called laser ablation, has become a popular method to 

introduce samples into inductively coupled plasmas.  

Flame Atomizers: 
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A flame atomizer contains a pneumatic nebulizer, which converts the sample solution 

into a mist, or aerosol, that is then fed into a burner. 

 
The concentric nebulizer is the most popular. In most atomizers, the high – pressure gas 

is the oxidant, and the aerosol containing oxidant is subsequently mixed with the fuel. 

The burners used in flame spectroscopy are most often premixed, laminar flow burners. 

  
Figure is a diagram of a typical commercial laminar – flow burner for atomic absorption 

spectroscopy that employs a concentric tube nebulizer. The aerosol flows into a spray 

chamber, where it encounters a series of baffles that remove all but the finest droplets. 

As a result, most of the sample collects in the bottom of the spray chamber, where it is 

drained to a waste container. Typical solution flow rates are 2 to 5 ml/min. The sample 

spray is also mixed with fuel and oxidant gas in the spray chamber. The aerosol, 

oxidant, and fuel are then burned in a slotted burner, which provides a flame that is 

usually 5 or 10 cm in length. 

These properties tend to enhance sensitivity for atomic absorption and reproducibility. 

The principal advantage of flame atomization is the reproducibility with which the 

sample is introduced into the spectrophotometer. A significant disadvantage to flame 

atomizers is that the efficiency of atomization may be quite poor. This may occur for 

two reasons. First, the majority of the aerosol must produced during nebulization 

consists of droplets that are too large to be carried to the flame by the combustion gases. 
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A second reason for poor atomization efficiency is that the large volume of combustion 

gases significantly dilutes the sample.  

Properties of Flames: 

When a nebulized sample is carried into a flame, desolvation of the droplets occurs in 

the primary combustion zone, which is located just above the tip of the burner, as 

shown in Figure. The resulting finely divided solid particles are carried to a region in 

the center of the flame called the inner cone. Here, in this hottest part of the flame, the 

particles are vaporized and converted to gaseous atoms, elementary ions, and molecular 

species. Excitation of atomic emission spectra also takes place in this region. Finally, 

the atoms, molecules, and ions are carried to the outer edge, or outer cone, where 

oxidation may occur before the atomization products disperse into the atmosphere. 

Because the velocity of the fuel/oxidant mixture through the flame is high, only a 

fraction of the sample undergoes all these processes; indeed, a flame is not a very 

efficient atomizer. 

 

      
Types of Flames Used in Atomic Spectroscopy: 

Table lists the common fuels and oxidants employed in flame spectroscopy and the 

approximate range of temperatures realized with each of these mixtures. 

Note that temperatures of 1700°C to 2400°C are obtained with the various fuels when 

air serves as the oxidant. At these temperatures, only easily excitable species such as the 

alkali and alkaline earth metals produce usable emission spectra. For heavy metal 

species, which are less readily excited, oxygen or nitrous oxide must be employed as 

the oxidant. These oxidants produce temperatures of 2500
o
C to 3100

o
C with common 

fuels. 

Effects of Flame Temperature: 

Both emission and absorption spectra are affected in a complex way by variations in 

flame temperature. In both cases, higher temperatures increase the total atom population 

of the flame and thus the sensitivity. Flame temperature determines the efficiency of 

atomization that is, the fraction of the analyte that is desolvated, vaporized, and 
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converted to free atoms or ions, or both. The flame temperature also determines the 

relative number of excited and unexcited atoms in a flame.  

Electrothermal Atomizers:  

A significant improvement in sensitivity is achieved by using resistive heating in place 

of a flame. A typical electrothermal atomizer, also known as a graphite furnace, 

consists of a cylindrical graphite tube approximately1–3 cm in length, and 3–8 mm in 

diameter (Figure). The graphite tube is housed in an assembly that seals the ends of the 

tube with optically transparent windows. The assembly also allows for the passage of a 

continuous stream of inert gas, protecting the graphite tube from oxidation, and 

removing the gaseous products produced during atomization. A power supply is used to 

pass a current through the graphite tube, resulting in resistive heating. Samples between 

5 and 50 µL (absolute detection limits typically lie in the Pico gram range) are injected 

into the graphite tube through a small-diameter hole located at the top of the tube. 

Atomization is achieved in three stages. 

 
In the first stage the sample is dried using a current that raises the temperature of the 

graphite tube to about 110 °C. Desolvation leaves the sample as a solid residue. In the 

second stage, which is called ashing, the temperature is increased to 350–1200 °C. At 

these temperatures, any organic material in the sample is converted to CO2 and H2O, 

and volatile inorganic materials are vaporized. These gases are removed by the inert gas 

flow. In the final stage the sample is atomized by rapidly increasing the temperature to 

2000–3000 °C. The result is a transient absorbance peak whose height or area is 

proportional to the absolute amount of analyte injected into the graphite tube. The three 

stages are complete in approximately 45–90 s, with most of this time used for drying 

and ashing the sample. Electrothermal atomization provides a significant improvement 

in sensitivity by trapping the gaseous analyte in the small volume of the graphite tube. 

The analyte‟s concentration in the resulting vapor phase may be as much as 1000 times 

greater than that produced by flame atomization. Atomization efficiency is strongly 

influenced by the sample‟s contact with the graphite tube, which is difficult to control 

reproducibly. 

In general, electrothermal AA detection limits are best for the more volatile elements.  

Furthermore, furnace methods are slow and typically require several minutes per 

element. Another disadvantage is that chemical interference effects are often more 

severe with electrothermal atomization than with flame atomization. A final 
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disadvantage is that the analytical range is low, usually less than two orders of 

magnitude. Consequently, electrothermal atomization is ordinarily applied only when 

flame or plasma atomization provides inadequate detection limits or when sample sizes 

are extremely limited. 

Flame versus Electrothermal Atomization: (home work)  

Preparing the Sample:  

Flame and electrothermal atomization require that the sample be in a liquid or solution 

form. Samples in solid form are prepared for analysis by dissolving in an appropriate 

solvent. When the sample is not soluble, it may be digested, either on a hot plate or by 

microwave, using HNO3, H2SO4, or HClO4. Liquid samples may be analyzed directly or 

may be diluted or extracted if the matrix is incompatible with the method of 

atomization. Serum samples, for instance, may be difficult to aspirate when using flame 

atomization and may produce unacceptably high background absorbances when using 

electrothermal atomization. A liquid–liquid extraction using an organic solvent 

containing a chelating agent is frequently used to concentrate analytes.  

Instrumentation: 

The instrumentation for AAS can be fairly simple, as shown in Figure for a single-beam 

AA spectrometer. 

 
Line Sources: 

The most useful radiation source for atomic absorption spectroscopy is the hollow – 

cathode lamp, shown schematically in Figure.  It consists of a tungsten anode and a 

cylindrical cathode sealed in a glass tube containing an inert gas, such as argon, at a 

pressure of 1 to 5 torr. The cathode either is fabricated from the analyte metal or serves 

as a support for a coating of that metal. 

 

  
The application of about 300 V across the electrodes causes ionization of the argon and 

generation of a current of 5 to 10 mA as the argon cations and electrons migrate to the 
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two electrodes. If the potential is sufficiently large, the argon cations strike the cathode 

with sufficient energy to dislodge some of the metal atoms and thereby produce an 

atomic cloud; this process is called sputtering. Some of the sputtered metal atoms are in 

an excited state and emit their characteristic wavelengths as they return to the ground 

state. The sputtered metal atoms eventually diffuse back to the cathode surface or to the 

walls of the lamp and are deposited. Some hollow – cathode lamps are fitted with a 

cathode containing more than one element; such lamps provide spectral lines for the 

determination of several species. In addition to hollow – cathode lamps, electrodeless – 

discharge lamps are useful sources of atomic line spectra. A typical lamp is constructed 

from a sealed quartz tube containing an inert gas, such as argon, at a pressure of a few 

torr and a small quantity of the analyte metal (or its salt). The lamp contains no 

electrode but instead is energized by an intense field of radiofrequency or microwave 

radiation. The argon ionizes in this field, and the ions are accelerated by the high-

frequency component of the field until they gain sufficient energy to excite (by 

collision) the atoms of the metal whose spectrum is sought. They are particularly useful 

for elements such as As, Se, and Te, for which hollow cathode lamp intensities are low. 

Photometers:  

A photometer equipped with a hollow – cathode source and filters is satisfactory for 

measuring concentrations of the alkali metals, which have only a few widely spaced 

resonance lines in the visible region. A more versatile photometer is sold with readily 

interchangeable interference filters and lamps. A separate filter and lamp are used for 

each element. Satisfactory results for the determination of 22 metals are claimed. 

Spectrophotometers:  

Most measurements in AAS are made with instruments equipped with an ultraviolet / 

visible grating monochromator. Figure is a schematic of a typical double – beam 

instrument. Radiation from the hollow-cathode lamp is chopped and mechanically split 

into two beams, one of which passes through the flame; the other passes around the 

flame. A half-silvered mirror returns both beams to a single path by which they pass 

alternately through the Monochromator to the detector. The signal processor then 

separates the ac signal generated by the chopped light source from the de signal 

produced by the flame. The logarithm of the ratio of the reference and sample 

components of the ac signal is then computed and sent to a computer or readout device 

for display as absorbance. 

Minimizing Spectral Interference in AAS:  

A spectral interference occurs when an analyte‟s absorption line overlaps with an 

interferents absorption line or band. On the other hand, a molecule’s broad absorption 

band or the scattering of source radiation is a potentially serious spectral interference. 

Spectral interferences also occur when components of the sample‟s matrix react in the 

flame to form molecular species, such as oxides and hydroxides.  

Background Correction: 
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The total measured absorbance AT in AAS is the sum of the analyte absorbance 

AA plus the background absorbance AB: 

                                   (AA = AT + AB) 

Background correction schemes attempt to measure AB in addition to AT and to obtain 

the true analyte absorbance by subtraction (AA = AT - AB) 

Continuum Source Background Correction:  

Here a deuterium lamp and the analyte hollow cathode are directed through the 

atomizer at different times. The hollow – cathode lamp measures the total absorbance 

AT, while the deuterium lamp provides an estimate of the background absorbance AB. 

The computer system or processing electronics calculates the difference and reports the 

background-corrected absorbance. This method has limitations for elements with lines 

in the visible range because the D2 lamp intensity becomes quite low in this region. 

 

Pulsed Hollow-Cathode Lamp Background Correction: 
In this technique, the analyte hollow cathode is pulsed at a low current (5 to 20 mA) for 

typically 10 ms and then at a high current (l00 to 500 mA) for 0.3 ms. During the low – 

current pulse, the analyte absorbance plus the background absorbance is measured (AT). 

Hence, during the high – current pulse, a good estimate of the background absorbance 

AB is obtained. The instrument computer then calculates the difference, which is an 

estimate of AA the true analyte absorption.  

Zeeman Effect Background Correction:  

Background correction with electrothermal atomizers can be done by means of the 

Zeeman effect. Here a magnetic field splits normally degenerate spectral lines into 

components with different polarization characteristics. Analyte and background 

absorption can be separated because of their different magnetic and polarization 

behaviors. 

Minimizing Chemical Interferences in AAS:  

The two most common chemical interferences are the formation of nonvolatile 

compounds containing the analyte and ionization of the analyte. One example of a 

chemical interference due to the formation of nonvolatile compounds is observed when 

PO4
3–

 or Al
3+

 is added to solutions of Ca
2+

. These interferences were attributed to the 

formation of refractory particles of Ca3 (PO4)2 and an Al–Ca–O oxide. The formation of 

nonvolatile compounds often can be minimized by increasing the temperature of the 

flame, either by changing the fuel – to – oxidant ratio or by switching to a different 

combination of fuel and oxidant. Another approach is to add a releasing agent or 

protecting agent to solutions containing the analyte. A releasing agent is a species 

whose reaction with the interferant is more favorable than that of the analyte. Adding 

Sr
2+

 or La
3+

 to solutions of Ca
2+

, for example, minimizes the effect of PO4
3–

 and Al
3+

 by 

reacting in place of the analyte. Protecting agents react with the analyte to form a 

stable volatile complex. Adding 1% w/w EDTA to the Ca
2+ 

/PO4
3–

 solution. Ionization 
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interferences occur when thermal energy from the flame or electrothermal atomizer is 

sufficient to ionize the analyte.  

The effect of ionization can be minimized by adding a high concentration of an 

ionization suppressor, which is simply another species that ionizes more easily than 

the analyte. Potassium and cesium are frequently used as ionization suppressors because 

of their low ionization energy. 

Atomic emission spectrometry: 

Atomic emission spectrometry is widely used in elemental analysis. 

Instrumentation: 

Flame emission spectrometers follow the block diagram bellow except that flame 

spectrometers most often isolate a single wavelength. 

 

 
Wavelength Isolation: 

Emission spectrometry is often used for multi element determinations. There are two 

types of instruments generally available for this purpose.  

The sequential spectrometer uses a monochromator and scans to different emission 

lines in sequence. Usually, the wavelengths to be used are set by the user in a computer 

program, and the monochromator rapidly slews from one wavelength to the next. 

Alternatively, monochromators can scan a range of wavelengths. True simultaneous 

spectrometers use polychromators or spectrographs.  

The direct reading spectrometer uses a polychromator with as many as 64 detectors 

located at exit slits in the focal plane. Several modern spectrometers use spectrographs 

and one or more array detectors to monitor multiple wavelengths simultaneously. The 

dispersive devices in these spectrometers can be gratings, grating/prism combinations, 

or echelle gratings. For routine flame-emission determinations of alkali metals and 

alkaline earth elements, simple filter photometers often suffice. A low – temperature 

flame is employed to prevent excitation of most other metals. As a consequence, the 

spectra are simple, and interference filters can be used to isolate the desired emission 

lines. Flame emission was once widely used in the clinical laboratory for the 

determination of sodium and potassium.  

Radiation Transducers: 
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Single – wavelength instruments most often use photo multiplier transducers, as do 

direct reading spectrometers. The charge coupled device (CCD) has now become very 

popular as an array detector for simultaneous and some sequential spectrometers. One 

commercial instrument uses a segmented array, charge coupled device detector to allow 

more than one wavelength region to be monitored simultaneously. 

Interferences in Flame Atomic Emission Spectroscopy: 

A spectral interference is an example. An example of a blank interference is the effect 

of Na emission at 285.28 nm on the determination of Mg at 285.21 nm. Such line 

interferences can, in principle, be reduced by improving the resolution of the 

spectrometer. A blank additive interference produces an effect that is independent of 

the analyte concentration. These effects could be reduced or eliminated if a perfect 

blank could be prepared and analyzed under the same conditions.  

Molecular band emission can also cause a blank interference, in flame spectrometry, 

where the lower temperature and reactive atmosphere are more likely to produce 

molecular species. As an example, a high concentration of Ca in a sample can produce 

band emission from CaOH, which can cause a blank interference if it occurs at the 

analyte wavelength.  

Analyte Interferences: 

Analyte interferences change the magnitude of the analyte signal itself. Such 

interferences are usually not spectral in nature but rather physical or chemical effects. 

Physical interferences can alter the aspiration, nebulization, desolvation, and 

volatilization processes. Substances in the sample that change the solution viscosity, for 

example, can alter the flow rate and the efficiency of the nebulization process. 

Combustible constituents, such as organic solvents, can change the atomizer 

temperature and thus affect the atomization efficiency indirectly. Chemical 

interferences are usually specific to particular analytes. They occur in the conversion of 

the solid or molten particle after desolvation into free atoms or elementary ions. For 

example, in some flames the presence of phosphate in the sample can alter the atomic 

concentration of calcium in the flame owing to the formation of relatively nonvolatile 

complexes. Such effects can sometimes be eliminated or moderated by the use of 

higher temperatures. Alternatively, releasing agents, which are species that react 

preferentially with the interferant and prevent its interaction with the analyte, can be 

used. Substances that alter the ionization of the analyte also cause ionization 

interferences. The presence of an easily ionized element, such as K, can alter the extent 

of ionization of a less easily ionized element, such as Ca. In flames, relatively large 

effects can occur unless an easily ionized element is purposely added to the sample in 

relatively large amounts. These ionization suppressants contain elements such as K, Na, 

Li, Cs, or Rb. When ionized in the flame, these elements produce electrons, which then 

shift the ionization equilibrium of the analyte to favor neutral atoms. 

Applications: 
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Flame emission is still used in some clinical laboratories for determining Na and K. 

Simultaneous multi element determinations using plasma sources have gained in 

popularity. Such determinations make it possible to form correlations and to reach 

conclusions that were impossible with single – element determinations. For example, 

trace metal determinations can aid in determining the origins of petroleum products 

found in oil spills or in identifying sources of pollution. 

Flame Atomic Absorption: 

Flame AA provides a sensitive means of determining some 60 to 70 elements. This 

method is well suited for routine measurements by relative unskilled operators. The 

major drawback of AA is its single-element-at-a-time nature, imposed by the need for a 

different lamp for each element.  

 

Quantitative Analysis: 

Using the atomic absorption analysis for the determination of metal in samples as water 

and wastewater, air, blood, urine, muscle tissue, hair, milk, breakfast cereals, shampoos, 

alloys, industrial plating baths, gasoline, oil, sediments, and rocks. 

Frequently, quantitative analyses are based on external-standard calibration. Thus, 

analyses should never be based on the measurement of a single standard with the 

assumption that Beer's law is being followed. In addition, the production of an atomic 

vapor involves sufficient uncontrollable variables to warrant measuring the absorbance 

of at least one standard solution each time an analysis is performed. Often, two 

standards are employed whose absorbances bracket that of the unknown. Any deviation 

of the standard from its original calibration value can then be applied as a correction to 

the analytical results.  

Determining Mercury by Cold-Vapor Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy: 

Analytical methods for the determination of mercury play an important role in 

monitoring the safety of food and water supplies. One of the most useful methods is 

based on the atomic absorption by mercury of 253.7-nm radiation.  Figure shows an 

apparatus that is used to determine mercury by atomic absorption at room temperature. 

A sample suspected of containing mercury is decomposed in a hot mixture of nitric acid 

and sulfuric acid, which converts the mercury to the +2 state. The Hg (II) compounds 

are reduced to the metal with a mixture of hydroxylamine sulfate and tin (II) sulfate. Air 

is then pumped through the solution to carry the resulting mercury containing vapor 

through the drying tube and into the observation cell. The monochromator of the atomic 

absorption spectrophotometer is tuned to a band around 254 nm. The absorbance is 

directly proportional to the concentration of mercury in the cell, which is in turn 

proportional to the concentration of mercury in the sample.  
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X – ray  fluorescence spectrometry: 

X-ray fluorescence is an atomic spectral property, universally recognized as a very 

accurate method currently exploited under this same name to provide qualitative and 

quantitative information on the elemental composition of all types of samples. 

The principle of operation involves irradiating the sample either with an X – ray beam 

or by bombardment with particles, such as electrons having sufficient energy. The 

universal character of this phenomenon as well as the possibility to rapidly examine 

samples, most often without preparation, explains largely the success of this non – 

destructive analytical method. The emission spectrum depends very slightly on the 

chemical combination or chemical state of the elements in the sample.  

In general, X – ray fluorescence spectrometers consist of a source of excitation 

radiation, a radiation detector to detect the stimulated radiation from the sample and a 

display of the spectral output. Since each element has a different and identifiable X – 

ray signature, the presence and concentration of the element(s) within the sample can be 

determined.  

The X – ray fluorescence spectrum: 

X-ray fluorescence of an isolated atom results from a two – step process:  

The first step is the photo – ionization of the atom. The energy of the incident photon is 

transferred to an innermost electron (a K electron) which results in the ejection of this 

electron of the atom, named a photoelectron, assuming that the photon has sufficient 

energy. This photoelectric effect leads to an ionized atom as a consequence of the 

missing electron (Figure). 

The second step is the stabilization of the ionized atom. It corresponds to the re – 

emission of all, or part, of the energy acquired during excitation. Almost instantaneous 

(in 10
−16

 s), an electron from an outer orbit of the atom „jumps in‟ to occupy the 

vacancy. Since outer shell electrons are more energetic than inner shell electrons, the 

relocated electron has an excess of energy that is expended as an X – ray fluorescence 

photon. In this way, the atom returns to its ground state very quickly.  
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If E1 is the energy of the initial electron and E2 the energy of the electron which comes 

to fill the created hole, a radiative transition (a fluorescent photon) will occur, with a 

probability between 0 and 1, and characterized by a frequency v, such that: 

        
Each atom, from Z =3, leads to a collection of specific radiation, obeying the quantum 

selection rules of its electrons.  

The two most commonly used expressions of conversion are: 

      
X – ray generators: 

In an enclosed space maintained under vacuum a beam of electrons, accelerated through 

a PD of (5 up to 100 kV), serving as the anode (called anticathode), which is made of a 

metal with an atomic number between 25 and 75. This becomes the source of primary X 

– rays. The emission corresponds to a continuum spectrum (white bremsstrahlung 

radiation), due to the slowing down of electrons in the target, and of the very intense 

fluorescence lines whose wavelengths are characteristic of the metal that constitutes the 

anode (Figure). 

       
The wavelength end point λ0 of this spectrum, which depends upon the PD, can be 

calculated by expression above. The required electrons that produce X-rays in a target 

material (Cu) are obtained either by impact laser or from a pyroelectric crystal. The 

generator taken as an example (Figure) uses a pyroelectric crystal (tantalum) oriented in 

a fashion so that its top surface depolarizes reversibly when heated.  

Radioisotope sources of X-rays: 

Besides the generators described above, there are X – ray sources based on radioactive 

materials to provide the excitation of the sample. The advantage of using these 

materials is that an isotope can be selected to provide a mono – energetic  beam of 

radiation that is optimized for the specific application.  
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𝛂 Emitters 

To generate X – rays, α radionuclide such as americium 
244

Am (τ =430 years) or curium 
244

Cm can also be used. During the α collisions, internal electrons are ejected, in turn 

exciting the X – ray fluorescence of the target.  

Fast electrons: 

X – ray fluorescence emission can be induced by electrons and therefore it is not 

surprising that chemical analysis can be performed using electron microscopes (SEM). 

(Figure). 

 
Detection of X-rays: 

X – ray detectors are transducers that count individual photons.The two most current 

types are: 

The gas transducer working as a proportional counter:  

Each X – ray photon provokes ionization in a gas mixture (e.g. argon/methane) which 

gives a pulse proportional to its energy (Figure). 

The semi-conductor transducer (scintillation counter): 
 Each X – ray photon increases the conductivity of the active zone (the junction) of a 

lithium doped silicon diode (one electron for around 3.6 eV). The background noise is 

reduced if the sensor is maintained at low temperature (cooled by liquid nitrogen or a 

Peltier device). The entry surface is protected by a beryllium film of a few µm 

(transparent for Z >11) (Figure).  

 
(a) Proportional counter used in pulse mode, (b) Cooled Si/Li diode detector, (c) Functioning 

principle of a scintillation detector containing a large size reverse polarized semi-conductor 

crystal. 
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Different types of instruments: 

X-ray fluorescence spectrometers are classified into two categories depending how the 

spectrum is obtained:  

The sample when excited by a primary source of X – rays emits a fluorescence radiation 

which can lead to two representation of spectra depending on the detector: (1) Energy 

dispersive spectrum (ED-XRF) obtained by means of a cooled diode that gives a signal 

according to the energy of each incident photon: (2) Wavelength dispersive spectrum 

(WD-XRF) obtained through use of a rotating crystal functioning as a grating. This 

goniometric assembly contains one or several mobile detector(s). However, since 

energy and wavelength are linked, the spectra are presented in units of energy (eV), 

whatever the mode of detection. 

 

 
These planes, separated between them by a distance d, behave like a stack of parallel 

mirrors when the angle of incidence 𝜃 is the same as the angle of observation of the 

reflected light.  

 
The combination of these mirrors has the same effect as a grating: the only radiation 

observed will be that for which the wavelength satisfies the Bragg relationship (n being 

a whole number called the order of diffraction). 

 
 For construction reasons, 𝜃can vary from 5 to about 80

o
. A greater value of d leads to 

greater wavelengths, however the resolution of the instrument is linked to the power of 
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dispersion d𝜃/dλ, which is calculated by expression, which is inversely proportional to 

d: 

 
These instruments can be classified as: 

• Sequential analyzers: These instruments are reserved for non-routine elemental 

measurements. The detector and the crystal undergo simultaneous and synchronized 

rotations to ensure the detection of 𝜃and 2𝜃, to a precision of 1/1000 degree of an angle. 

• Fixed channel apparatus: These instruments are able to undertake simultaneous 

measurements of several elements. The Bragg relationship shows that by choosing a 

crystal (therefore d) and by fixing the angle of detection (and so the value of (𝜃), the 

radiation of wavelength λ, which will satisfy the Bragg conditions, can be isolated.    

Sample preparation: 

Liquid samples do not require particular preparation prior to the analysis. A small 

volume of sample is placed in a type of vial whose bottom is replaced by a film of 

polypropylene or Mylar (polyester) transparent to X – rays, The depth of absorption can 

be as much as 1 cm for hydrocarbons. 

Solid samples and especially if the matrix is not known, need transformation prior to the 

measurement.  

The two techniques used for sample preparation of a solid are fusion and pellet 

formation. Fusion involves mixing a little of the sample, reduced to powder, with 

lithium tetraborate (Li2B4O7), and different additives. Pellet formation, using a 

hydraulic press, is the alternative to the fusion technique. To ensure the cohesion of the 

pellet, a wax is added (an organic polymer formed from light elements). 

X – ray absorption and X – ray densimetry: 

When a beam of X – rays passes through a material the result is an exponential 

attenuation of the primary beam. The different possible interaction processes, as 

fluorescence, are characterized by a probability of occurrence per unit path length in the 

absorber. The flux of transmitted primary photons I after having passed through an 

attenuator with a thickness x (cm) and a linear attenuation coefficient called µ (cm
-1

) for 

the wavelength considered, can be calculated with respect to its initial value I0 and for 

an angle of penetration of 90
o
 as follows: 

     
Quantitative analysis by X – ray fluorescence: 
It is mostly because of different reasons that quantitative analysis by X – ray 

fluorescence is difficult to obtain. When operating upon a solid sample, a perfectly 

clean surface is important, preferably polished, since the analysis concerns the 

composition immediately close to the surface. This method is well adapted to 
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quantitative analysis, where automatic identification of the spectral lines can be made 

by very sophisticated visual displays. Principal corrections (called ZAF) relate to 

atomic number (Z), nature of the isotope (A) and fluorescence (F). In semi-quantitative 

analysis, the software can give an approximate composition of the sample without the 

need for reference standards. 

Applications of X – ray fluorescence: 

Initially, X – ray fluorescence was used in industries treating metals or alloys and in 

more general in the heavy industry (iron and steel industry, cements ceramics, 

glassware).  

The list would be very long if all of the analytical applications of X – ray fluorescence 

were recorded, photographic industry, paper, semi – conductors (impurities of silicon), 

and petrochemicals (S, P, Cl). In geology, toxicology, environment (dust, combustion 

fumes, pollution), refuse and rejects (heavy elements such as As, Cr, Cd, or Pb), 

analysis of ultra light elements (nitrogen) and even space exploration. Finally, a current 

application is the use of X – ray fluorescence to diagnose concentrations of lead in the 

home (paints and wall coverings). 

CHN Elemental Analysis: 
Elemental analysis is a process where a sample of some material (e.g., soil, waste or 

drinking water, bodily fluids, minerals, chemical compounds) is analyzed for its 

elemental and sometimes isotopic composition. Elemental analysis can be qualitative 

(determining what elements are present), and it can be quantitative (determining how 

much of each are present). For organic chemists, elemental analysis or "EA" almost 

always refers to CHNX analysis, the determination of the mass fractions of carbon, 

hydrogen, nitrogen, and heteroatoms (X) (halogens, sulfur) of a sample. This 

information is important to help determine the structure of an unknown compound, as 

well as to help ascertain the structure and purity of a synthesized compound. Elemental 

CHN analysis uses microchemical techniques to determine percent weight of Carbon, 

Hydrogen and Nitrogen with milligram amounts of pharmaceuticals, fine chemicals, 

petroleum products, polymers, inorganic and organometallic compounds in the liquid or 

solid state. 
Volatile free flowing liquids can be syringed into small aluminium capsules (which 

contain around 2mg material) sealed, and weighed.  These are then inserted into tin 

capsules since tin aids the combustion. Non volatile liquids can be inserted into thicker 

walled tin capsules. It is always good to minimise the amount of aluminium put into the 

combustion tubes, it can wet quartz and cause the tube to crack. Viscous volatile liquids 

use „volatile‟ aluminium pans. The product gas mixture flows through a silica tube 

packed with copper granules. In this zone, held at about 500 °C, remaining oxygen is 

bound and nitric/nitrous oxides are reduced. The leaving gas stream includes the 

analytically important species CO2, H2O and N2. Eventually included SO2 or hydro 

halogenides are absorbed at appropriate traps. 
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High purity helium (Quality 5.0) is used as carrier gas. Finally the gas mixture is 

brought to a defined pressure/volume state and is passed to a gas chromatographic 

system. Separation of the species is done by so called zone chromatography. In this 

technique a staircase type signal is obtained and the step height is proportional to the 

substance amount in the mixture. 

Blank values are taken from empty tin capsules. 

Calibration is done by elemental analysis of standard substances supplied by the 

instrument's manufacturer for this purpose.  

Working Range  
Mineralization and detection covers every species of the analyte elements in the sample. 

Beside purely organic samples various metal organic compounds and even inorganic 

samples as carbides and nitrides have successfully been characterized. 

Problems and Interferences:  

The weighing of oily or fluid substances is impossible using the thin walled tin 

capsules. For this purpose alumina pans with a lid are available. These pans are 
tightly closed by cold welding to prevent loss of sample by spillage and evaporation.  

With highly viscous or even glassy materials elemental analysis is even impossible 

with the above method. 

It has long been known that phosphorus can interfere in the mineralization 

of organic material. This effect can be controlled by the addition of 

vanadium pentoxide (V2O5).  

Fluorine is mineralized to form HF which reacts at the wall of the silica 

tubes which form the main part of the reaction zone.  

The mineralization of metal containing samples can also be affected by 

interferences. By modification of the method most of these can be 

compensated for measurement. 
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Typical applications: 

Organics and Pharmaceuticals: organophosphorous and steroids. 

Environmental: fuels, oils, the composition of material retained by membranes.   

Polymers: determining elemental composition of polymers, copolymers, and blends.   

 Refractories: Nitrides, graphite fibers, and ceramics.  

Volatile/Air Sensitive Samples:Volatile and air sensitive materials   

 Other Application Areas: Plastics, petrochemicals, agriculture, food, and pyrotechnical 

compounds.  

Strategy for Determining Empirical Formulas: 

1. Determine mass in g of each element 

2. Convert mass in g to moles 

3. Divide all quantities by smallest number of moles to get smallest ratio of moles 

4. Convert any non-integers into integer numbers. 

– If number ends in decimal equivalent of fraction, multiply all quantities by 

least common denominator 

Otherwise, round numbers to nearest integers. 

1. Empirical Formula from Mass Data: 

When a 0.1156 g sample of a compound was analyzed, it was found to contain 0.04470 

g of C, 0.01875 g of H, and 0.05215 g of N. Calculate the empirical formula of this 

compound. 

Step 1:  Calculate moles of each substance 

C = 3.722  10
3

 mol C 

H = 1.860  10
2

 mol H 

N = 3.723  10
3

 mol N 

Step 2: Select the smallest value of moles.  

  Lowest is 3.722 x 10
–3

 mole  

Step 3: Divide all values of moles by the smallest one: 

C = 1.000 

H = 4.997 integrated to 5. 

N = 1.000 

Empirical formula = CH5N  
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Combustion Analysis 
Compounds containing carbon, hydrogen, & oxygen, can be burned completely in pure 

oxygen gas. Only carbon dioxide & water are produced. 

Ex. Combustion of methanol (CH3OH) 

2CH3OH + 3O2  2CO2 + 4H2O 

• Carbon dioxide & water separated & weighed  

separately 

– All C ends up as CO2 

– All H ends up as H2O  

– Mass of C can be derived from amount of CO2 

• mass CO2  mol CO2  mol C  mass C  

– Mass of H can be derived from amount of H2O 

• mass H2O  mol H2O  mol H  mass H  

– Mass of oxygen is obtained by difference 

mass O = mass sample – (mass C + mass H) 

 

  
 

Examp:The combustion of a 5.217 g sample of a compound of C, H, and O in pure 

oxygen gave 7.406 g CO2 and 4.512 g of H2O. Calculate the empirical formula of the 

compound.  

 C H O CO2  

mm 

(g/mol.) 

12.011 1.008 15.999 44.01 

 

1. Calculate mass of C from mass of CO2. 

mass CO2  mole CO2  mole C  mass C  

 

 
 


























C mol  1

C g 12.011

CO mol 1

C mol 1

CO g 44.01

CO mol  1
CO g 7.406

22

2
2
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C = 2.021 g C 

2. Calculate mass of H from mass of H2O.  

 mass H2O  mol H2O  mol H  mass H  

H = 0.5049 g H 
3. Calculate mass of O from difference. 

 5.217 g sample – 2.021 g C – 0.5049 g H  = 2.691 g O 

4. Calculate mol of each element: 

C = 0.1683 mol. 

H = 0.5009 mol. 

O = 0.1682 mol. 

Preliminary empirical formula 

– C0.1683H0.5009O0.1682  

5. Calculate mol ratio of each element 
 

 

                                                      = C1.00H2.97O1.00  

Since all values are close to integers, round to 

Empirical Formula = CH3O 

 

Examp:  

CxHyOz (9.83 mg) + excess O2 ----  x CO2 (23.26 mg) + y/2 H2O (9.52 mg). 
millimoles of CO2 = 23.26 mg/ 44.01mg/mmol = 0.5285 mmoles of CO2  

mmoles of CO2 = mmoles of C in original sample. 
(0.5285 mmoles of C)(12.01mg/mmol C) = 6.35 mg of C in original sample. CxHyOz 

(9.83 mg) + excess O2 ---   x CO2 (23.26 mg) + y/2 H2O (9.52 mg). mmoles of H2O 

= 9.52 mg/ 18.02 mg/mmol = 0.528 mmoles of H2O   

mmoles of H2O = 1/2 mmoles of H in original sample.  

(0.528 mmoles of H)(2)(1.008mg/mmol H) = 1.06 mg of H in original sample. 

Weight Percentage Composition 

CxHyOz (9.83 mg) + excess O2    --    x CO2 (23.26 mg) + y/2 H2O (9.52 mg) 

%C = 6.35 mg/9.83 mg x 100 = 64.6%  

%H = 1.06 mg/9.83 mg x 100 = 10.8%  

%O = 100-(64.6 + 10.8) = 24.6% 

Calculation of Empirical Formula 
assume for example a 100g sample  

64.6% of C: 64.6 g/12.01 g/mol = 5.38 moles of C  

10.8% of H: 10.8 g/1.008 g/mol = 10.7 moles of H  

24.6% of O: 24.6 g/16.0 g/mol = 1.54 moles of O  

Thus: C5.38 H10.7 O1.54  

0.1682
0.1682

0.1682
0.5009

0.1682
0.1683 OHC
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converting to simplest ratio: 

C5.38/1.54;  H10.7/1.54;  O1.54/1.54      What are possible structures? 

C3.50 H7.00 O1.00 = C7H14O2 

Determining Molecular Formulas: 

Empirical formula: Accepted formula unit for ionic compounds 

Molecular formula: Preferred for molecular compounds 

In some cases molecular & empirical formulas are the same, When they are different, & 

the subscripts of molecular formula are integer multiples of those in empirical formula, 

If empirical formula is AxBy , Molecular formula will be An×xBn×y. 

Need molecular mass & empirical formula Calculate ratio of molecular mass to mass 

predicted by empirical formula & round to nearest integer. 

 

 

 

Ex. Glucose 

Molecular mass is 180.16 g/mol 

Empirical formula = CH2O    

Empirical formula mass = 30.03 g/mol 

 

 

Molecular formula = C6H12O6 
 

Inductively Coupled Plasma—Atomic Emission Spectrometry: 

Atomic Emission Spectrometry Theory: 

The operation of an ICP-AES system relies upon interaction of molecules with 

electromagnetic radiation. The two emission systems, FAES and ICP-AES, differ in the 

way atomic species are created and excited. Because of the relatively low temperatures 

(~2000-2500 C) in a flame-based system, not all of the atoms or elements present in the 

sample are excited. In plasma-based systems the temperature is considerably hotter 

(~6000 to 10 000 K) that results in more effective excitation of atoms (generally greater 

than 90%) of approximately 60 elements including some nonmetals. This intense heat 

prevents polyatomic species from forming, thus increasing the detection limits for many 

elements. Atoms are excited, and in many cases ionized, by the intense heat of the 

plasma, and the emission of a photon occurs via resonance fluorescence (normal 

valance electron relaxation by photon emission). While plasma-based systems eliminate 

many problems, they are not free of interferences due to the excitation and subsequent 

emission of spectral lines for every element in the sample as well as the Ar added to 

facilitate plasma generation. The spectral overlay that results from these possible 

emissions is overcome in modern instruments with specialized sequential 

mass formula empirical

mass molecular 
n

6
 g 03.30

 g 16.180
n
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monochromators. ICP-AES, compared to FAAS/FAES, offers high selectivity between 

elements, high sensitivity, a large dynamic range, especially as compared to FAAS that 

is limited by Beer‟s law, lower detection limits, multi-element detection, and fewer 

matrix interferences. 

Components of Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP-AES): 

An ICP-AES system can be divided up into two basic parts; the inductively coupled 

plasma source and the atomic emission spectrometry detector. Figure, shows the 

common components of an ICP-AES. Typically the sample solution is acidified up to 2-

3% in HNO3 to prevent adsorption of metals onto polypropylene sample bottle or onto 

instrument tubing or glassware prior to introduction into the plasma.   

   
 

In Figure, the sample is introduced to the nebulizer chamber via a peristaltic pump and 

tygon tubing attached to an automatic sampler. The rate of sample introduction into the 

plasma changes as the rotation rate of the peristaltic rollers increases or decreases. Flow 

of sample and Ar gas through the small aperture of the nebulizer creates very small 

droplets that form a mist of μm-sized particles in the nebulizer chamber. Larger sample 

droplets collect on the chamber walls and are removed through a drain, while smaller 

particles travel with the Ar flow and enter the torch. Evaporation, atomization, and 

excitations/ionizations occur in the plasma at temperatures reaching 10 000 K. Ar not 

related to the sample is also excited and ionized because this gas both carries the sample 
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aerosol and confines the location of the plasma to prevent damage to the rest of the 

instrument. As the excited/ionized atoms leave the hot portion of the plasma, excited 

valence electrons relax and emit a photon characteristic of the electron transition. This 

photon is specific to the element but does not yield any information about the isotopic 

state of the element. Visible and UV radiation emitted from the sample constituents 

enters the monochromator through a small slit where the wavelengths are separated by 

grating(s) and/or prism(s) before being captured and measured by a wide variety of 

detectors. The most common form of a monochromator (a Rowland circle) and detector 

(photomultiplier; PMT). The Rowland system utilizes a concave Echellette-style grating 

monochromator to separate the various emission lines and simultaneously focus 

individual wavelengths on to a series of slits, with each slit aligned to allow a specific 

wavelength of radiation to pass to a detector. The standard detector, a photomultiplier 

tube (PMT).  Some systems use multiple PMTs at fixed locations to monitor each 

wavelength simultaneously, whereas other systems use a single PMT and move it to 

different locations to detect each wavelength. Data from these detectors are processed 

by a computer because multiple wavelengths are measured in an ICP-AES system at the 

same time. 

Sample Introduction and Optimization: 

The predominate form of sample matrix in ICP-AES today is a liquid sample: acidified 

water or solids digested into aqueous forms. Liquid samples are pumped into the 

nebulizer and sample chamber via a peristaltic pump as shown below. Then the samples 

pass through a nebulizer that creates a fine mist of liquid particles. Larger water 

droplets condense on the sides of the spray chamber and are removed via the drain, 

while finer water droplets move with the argon flow and enter the plasma. There are 

numerous types of nebulizers, (1) pneumatic, (2) ultrasonic, and (3) grid.  

Pneumatic nebulizer: for samples containing low concentrations of total dissolved 

solids is the concentric nebulizer shown in Figure, but higher suspended solids and 

dissolved solids samples are commonly introduced to the plasma via the Babington 

nebulizer.   
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Ultrasonic nebulizers: are used to provide more sample delivery to the plasma and 

thus improve detection limits. An ultrasonic generator surface, usually a piezoelectric 

crystal that rapidly vibrates to generate sonic energy, is used to create extremely fine 

droplets that, at low flow rates, are completely transferred to the plasma. 

Grid nebulizers: create a fine mist by placing a grid in front of the argon flow. The 

liquid sample is allowed to flow down the grid and as argon passes through the grid it 

creates fine droplets.  

ICP systems have a few sample requirements or limitations. Micrometersized 

particles must be removed by filtration or centrifuge. Another limitation of the 

nebulizer is the presence of high total dissolved solids (TDS), that will eventually 

cause the accumulation of solids in the tip of the nebulizer.  

Likewise, the acid concentration of liquids entering the plasma should be limited to 

approximately two to three percent for nitric and hydrochloric acid. Rarely hydrofluoric 

acid may be used if a particularly refractory element is of interest, but then the acid 

concentrations are less than 0.5% because it will degrade the quartz torch with time It is 

best to oxidize the organic matter in an acid or peroxide digestion prior to analysis since 

carbon will rapidly accumulate on the components of the instrument if high organic 

matter containing samples are directly injected into the plasma. This carbon can reduce 

sample flow and capture elements and ions. Other forms of sample introduction are 

used but are not as common as liquid injection. These include (1) direct insertion of 10-
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30 mg of sample on a graphite probe into the plasma via the normal nebulizer entry 

port, (2) the injection of the effluent from chromatographic separation systems. (3) 

Where the cold vapor techniques for mercury analysis is connected to the plasma inlet 

via the nebulizer port, and (4) where the hydride generation system for selected metals 

can also be connected to the nebulizer port. 

The Inductively Coupled Plasma Torch: 
The torch unit of an ICP is used to create and sustain plasma. Plasma is an electrically 

conducting gaseous mixture containing enough cations and electrons to maintain the 

conductance. For purposes of metal analysis, the inductively coupled plasma system 

described below is most important. The purpose of the torch is to (1) evaporate the 

solvent (usually water) from the analyte salts, (2) atomize the atoms in the salt and (3) 

excite or ionize the atoms. In the case of ICPAES, only excitation is needed, but given 

the extreme temperatures (up to 10 000 K) of the argon plasma used in modern ICP 

systems, the excitation of atoms is virtually complete for most elements. The torch 

described here is composed of three concentric quartz tubes. The samples and the argon 

gas used to aspirate it pass through the center tube. 

 

                   
The plasma generating gas (argon) passes through the middle tube, and the argon 

passing through the outer tube is used to cool the quartz torch. The plasma is sustained 

by a radio-frequency generator that creates an oscillating magnetic field around the 

torch that results in ohmic (inductive) heating of the charged gases at the end of the 

torch. Ohmic heating occurs when an electrical current is passed through a conductor 

that in turn, creates more heat. Three types of radio-frequency generators have been 

used.  

Most modern analytical ICP systems use solid-state semiconductor generators where 

the circuit consists of (1) a capacitor used to store a high electrical charge, (2) an 
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inductor coil to deliver the oscillating current to the torch and generate the magnetic 

field around the torch. The creation of plasma occurs when a spark introduces free 

electrons at the end of the torch when the electrical field is being oscillated at a specific 

frequency by a RF generator. Due to their kinetic energy and collisions with other 

atoms a large amount of heat is generated, enough to generate and sustain a plasma at 

temperatures up to 10 000 K.  

The term “inductively coupled” in ICP is a result of the coupling of the induction coil 

and the electrons. If the flow rate of argon gas is too low or if small amounts of O2 or 

high amounts of water vapor are present in the torch during the initiation of the plasma, 

the RF generator will sense their presence by a change in the feedback between the 

oscillation and the RF generator. When this happens, the RF generator shuts down to 

protect the electronics in the system from overheating.  

In this animation the argon is turned on and the pressures are allowed to equilibrate 

without the introduction of any sample or blank solutions to the nebulizer. The 

radiofrequency generator then ramps the wattage through a series of cycles. A typical 

ramp cycle begins by turning the RF generator to 200 Watts. Subsequently the 

electronics go through a preliminary check that adjusts the electronics and minimizes 

the resistance between the RF generator and the induction coil. Next the RF wattage is 

ramped to 900 W where excitation of valence electrons in some Ar atoms occurs and 

the Tesla coil initiates the excitation and ionization of Ar atoms and the plasma is lit. 

The circulation of electrons and Ar cations in close association results in ohmic heating 

that generates more electrons, collisions between Ar atoms, and an increase in 

temperature. The wattage is then increased to 1200 and the resistance is minimized 

again via electronic adjustments. Finally the wattage is adjusted to the suggested energy 

level for the elements of interest; this is usually between 1250 and 1550 W. The torch is 

cooled in two ways; the first is by the tangential introduction of relatively large volumes 

of argon gas through the outer tube of the torch. Furthermore cooled water flows 

through the copper induction coil of the RF generator that is wrapped around the end of 

the torch. After successful ignition of the torch, samples are introduced into the system 

through the nebulizer.  

Upon entry into the plasma, the solvent evaporate and salts form. Then, these 

compounds decompose as they move farther into the hotter portions of the plasma. 

Next, the valence electrons on the analyte atoms are excited (for ICP-AES 

measurements) or completely removed (ionized for ICP-MS measurements). The 

intense heat that sample molecules encounter in the plasma is sufficient to decompose 

most refractory compounds, thus only atoms or atomic ions are present in the plasma. 

This heat also causes complete excitation of atoms and leads to higher detection limits. 

In ICP-AES, as the atoms exit the plasma and cool to approximately 6000 K, they relax 

and emit a characteristic photon that enters one of the monochromator/detector systems.   
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In ICP-MS, the plasma enters a vacuum chamber where the cations are separated by a 

mass filter (mass analyzer) and detected by a specialized photomultiplier tube.  

Separation and Detection: 
First choice to be made by the analyst is the position of the monochromator entrance 

relative to the plasma source. Two choices are available, axial and radial alignment. A 

radial design allows photons to move from the side of the plasma (at the end of the 

torch) to the entrance slit while an axial design gives higher intensities (and better 

detection limits) since the photons come from the center and end of the plasma. Radial 

– traditional side view, better for concentrated samples.Axial – direct view into plasma, 

lower sensitivity, shifts detection range lower.  

 

Three broad categories of detection are available for analyzing the emitted photons: 

sequential, simultaneous multi-channel and Fourier transform systems. 

In the first two, all wavelengths enter a monochromator where they are dispersed by 

prisms and/or grating monochromators and are then transmitted to the detector (most 

commonly the PMT). In a sequential system, if a sample needed to be analyzed for 
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multiple elements, the grating system was rotated to direct the appropriate wavelength 

to the exit slit of the monochromator and into a PMT. 

Simultaneous multi-channel systems, in these systems, multiple elements can be 

detected at the same time using one of two designs. One way is to use a standard grating 

monochromator that separates the photons based on wavelength and directs the photons 

of interest to specific exit slits. Then, a single detector was rapidly moved from one slit 

to the other to analyze photons of various wavelengths. Another way to accomplish 

multiple element detection is by placing an individual detector, again usually a PMT, at 

each exit slit.  

  
Single Detector (sequential type monochromator) and (Multiple Monochromator) 

for ICP-AES Instrument. 

Such a system, the Rowland design increases the upfront cost of an instrument and the 

running cost as PMT are replaced but this design significantly decreases the analysis 

time. More recent advances, use a combination of two monochromators (one prism and 

one Echelle grating, or one conventional grating monochromator and one Echelle 

grating), remove the exit slit, and place a multiple element detection system, such as a 

charge coupled device (CCD) or charge injection device (CID) in the path of the 

separated wavelengths. The advantages of this instrument: (1) offer superior resolution 

compared to a Rowland circle due to the advance monochromator systems, (2) offer the 

immediate option to monitor secondary or greater diffraction that can be used in high 

concentration samples, (3) reduce the size of the instrument due to the reduced size of 

the detector(s), and (4) offer more inexpensive instruments as the cost of CCDs and 

CIDs become more economical. 
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Interferences: 

Nebulizer, chemical, ionization, and spectral interferences are all present in ICP 

systems, but spectral interferences are most prominent.  

Nebulizer interferences: (also known as matrix effects) can arise from physical and 

chemical differences between reference standards and samples, or between samples, 

such as the inconsistence presence of matrix salts and organic compounds or different 

viscosities and surface tension of the liquid.  

Chemical interferences: are less common or practically nonexistent in ICP-AES due to 

the relatively high temperature of the plasma, long residence time in the plasma, and 

inert atmosphere of the Ar plasma.  

Ionization interferences: The net result of ionization interferences is an increase or 

decrease in the intensity of emission lines for these elements. Few ionization 

interferences occur for these elements. 

 Spectral interferences: can be common in high temperature plasmas as opposed to 

flame-based systems given the complete excitation and subsequent emission of all 

compounds in the sample (including the argon).  Spectral interferences can be divided 

into three different classes. The first type is spectral line coincidence when resolution 

of the monochromator of the system is too poor to separate the analyte line from a 

matrix line. The use of Echelle monochromators with higher resolution eliminates 

spectral interferences. The second cause of interferences occurs when a wavelength of 

interest overlaps completely with a nearby “broadened line wing”. This can be solved 

by monitoring a secondary emission line for that particular element. Most instruments 

use a background correction technique to overcome this type of interference. The final 

type of spectra interference referred to as spectral continuum occurs when stray light 
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results from the recombination of electrons with Ar ions in the plasma that emits 

multiple intense lines. This can be avoided in some instruments by adjusting the 

temperature of the plasma or monitoring alternate lines. Stray light from matrix 

emissions can be avoided by use of high end optical components. 

Typical applications of ICP-AES/ICP-MS: 

• Natural  Waters 

• Saline Brines 

• Geological Materials 

• Ceramics and glasses 

• Coals and Paper Products 

• Leachates  

Strengths of ICP-AES:   
• Can detect most cations and some anion. 

• Detection Limits down to parts per trillion for some elements 

• Rapid simultaneous determination of selected elements 

• Selective determination of other elements in sequential mode 

• Good linear range – up to hundreds of ppm for alkalis 

• Suitable for routine analyses of multiple samples 

• Dependable work horse type of instrument 

Weaknesses of ICP-AES:   
• Not effective for low levels of alkalis (less than 1-5  ppm) 

• subject to matrix problems 

• suitable standards required on every run 

• Only elemental data is provided -  no direct structural information 

• Does not provide, in most cases, ppb or parts per trillion data – Go to ICP-MS 

Questions: 

Approximately how many elements can FAAS be used to analyze? 

Approximately how many elements can ICP-AES or ICP-MS be used to analyze? 

Why can ICP be used to analyze more elements than FAES? 

Why is acid added to all samples during sampling or for sample digestion in FAAS, 

FAES, and ICP analysis? 

Draw and explain how a Rowland circle of PMTs is used in ICP-AES. 

Explain the purpose and operation of the nebulizer in the ICP. 

What is the most common type of nebulizer in ICP? 

List all of the types of sample introduction to plasma. 

What is a plasma? 

What is ohmic heating? 

Write a detailed discussion explaining how ICP plasma is “light” and maintained. 

Explain the name “inductively coupled plasma.” 

Why does the plasma not melt the instrument? How is it cooled? 
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Explain the three zones present in the plasma. 

Contrast the separation of wavelengths by the two different systems Rowland circle in  

and multiple monochromator. 

List and explain the types of interferences in ICP-AES. 

Laser Analysis: 

Definition of laser: 

A laser is a device that generates light by a process called STIMULATED EMISSION. 

The acronym LASER stands for Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of 

Radiation. 

Semiconducting lasers are multilayer semiconductor devices that generates a coherent 

beam of monochromatic light by laser action.  A coherent beam resulted which all of 

the photons are in phase.  

Introduction (Brief history of laser): 

The laser is perhaps the most important optical device to be developed in the past 50 

years. Since its arrival in the 1960s, rather quiet and unheralded outside the scientific 

community, it has provided the stimulus to make optics one of the most rapidly growing 

fields in science and technology today. In 1954, when C.H. Townes and Co-workers 

developed a microwave amplifier based on stimulated emission radiation. It was called 

a maser. In 1960, T. H. Maiman built the first laser device (ruby laser), which emitted 

deep red light at a wavelength of 694.3 nm, A. Javan and associates developed the first 

gas laser (He-Ne laser), which emitted light in both the infrared (at 1.15mm) and visible 

(at 632.8 nm) spectral regions. In 1917 Einstein predicted that: 

Under certain circumstances a photon incident upon a material can generate a second 

photon of:  

Exactly the same energy (frequency), Phase, Polarization, Direction of propagation. 

In other word, a coherent beam resulted.   

Some properties of Laser:  
• Acronym for Light Amplification by the Stimulated Emission of Radiation 

• Spontaneous Emission , Stimulated Emission 

• Highly directional, intense, monochromatic and coherent 

• Dimensions of lasers – Vary small to very large in size 

• The output power: 10
-9 

Watts to 10
20

 Watts 

• Wavelength Range: microwave to the soft x ray region 

• Frequency Range: 10
11

 Hz to 10
17

 Hz 

• Pulse energy can go up to 10
17

 Joules 

• Pulse Duration can be as short as 6x10
-15

 sec. 
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Mechanisms of Light Emission: 

For atomic systems in thermal equilibrium with their surrounding, the emission of light 

is the result of: 

Absorption and subsequently, spontaneous emission of energy, There is another 

process whereby the atom in an upper energy level can be triggered or stimulated in 

phase with the an incoming photon.  This process is: Stimulated emission. It is an 

important process for laser action. 

Therefore three process of light emission: 
1. Absorption 

2. Spontaneous Emission 

3. Stimulated Emission 

 
 

Spontaneous Emissin: 

Consider an atom (or molecule) of the material is existed initially in an excited state E2 

No external radiation is required to initiate the emission. Since E2>E1, the atom will 

tend to spontaneously decay to the ground state E1, a photon of energy h =E2-E1 is 

released in a random direction as shown in (Fig. 1-ii). 

 

            
 

This process is called (spontaneous emission).  Note that; when the release energy 

difference (E2-E1) is delivered in the form of an e.m wave, the process called "radiative 

emission" which is one of the two possible ways “non-radiative” decay is occurred 
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when the energy difference (E2-E1) is delivered in some form other than e.m radiation 

(e.g. it may transfer to kinetic energy of the surrounding). 

Consider the „stimulated emission‟ as shown previously. Stimulated emission is the 

basis of the laser action. The two photons that have been produced can then generate 

more photons, and the 4 generated can generate 16 etc… etc… which could result in a 

cascade of intense monochromatic radiation. Quite by contrast “stimulated emission” 

(Fig.) requires the presence of external radiation when an incident photon of energy h 

=E2-E1 passes by an atom in an excited state E2, it stimulates the atom to drop or decay 

to the lower state E1. In this process, the atom releases a photon of the same energy, 

direction, phase and polarization as that of the photon passing by, the net effect is two 

identical photons (2h) in the place of one, or an increase in the intensity of the incident 

beam. It is precisely this processes of stimulated emission that makes possible the 

amplification of light in lasers. In a system, all three mechanisms occur.   

 

Population Inversion: 

We must have a mechanism where N2 > N1. This is called Population Inversion, can 

be created by introducing a so call metastable centre where electrons can piled up to 

achieve a situation where more N2 than N1. The process of attaining a population 

inversion is called pumping and the objective is to obtain a non-thermal equilibrium.   

It is not possible to achieve population inversion with a 2-state system. If the radiation 

flux is made very large the probability of stimulated emission and absorption can be 

made far exceed the rate of spontaneous emission. But in 2-state system, the best we 

can get is N1 = N2. To create population inversion, a 3-state system is required.   

The system is pumped with radiation of energy E31 then atoms in state 3 relax to state 2 

non radiatively. The electrons from E2 will now jump to E1 to give out radiation. 

E
1

E
2

h

(a) Absorpt ion

h

(b) Spontaneous emission

h

(c) Stimulated emission

In
h

Out

h

E
2

E
2

E
1 E

1

Absorption, spontaneous (random photon) emission and st imulated
emission.

© 1999 S.O. Kasap, Optoelectronics (Prentice Hall)
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τ32 >> τ43, τ21 liftime of radiation 
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Laser Pumping/Excitation techniques: 

Optical pumping is a process in which light is used to raise (or "pump") electrons from 

a lower energy level in an atom or molecule to a higher one. It is commonly used in 

laser construction, to pump the active laser medium so as to achieve population 

inversion. 

Flash lamps are the oldest energy source for lasers. They are used for lower energies in 

both solid state and dye lasers. They produce a broad spectrum, causing most of the 

energy to be wasted as heat in the gain medium. Flash lamps also tend to have short 

lifetime.  

Lasers of a suitable type can be used to pump another laser. Their narrow spectrum 

makes them more efficient way of energy transfer than flash lamps. Diode lasers are 

used to pump DPSS lasers.  

Microwaves are used to excite gas lasers.  

Electrical pumping Electric glow discharge is common in gas lasers. Eg. in the 

helium-neon laser the electrons from the discharge collide with the helium atoms, the 

helium atoms get excited, they transfer their energy by collision with neon atoms, and 

inverse population of neon atoms builds up.  Electric current is typically used to pump 

semiconductor lasers. Electron beams are used in special    applications, eg. the free 

electron lasers or excimer laser 

Other Mechanism 

Chemical reaction is used as a power source in chemical lasers. This allows for very 

high output powers difficult to reach by other means.  

Nuclear fission is used in exotic nuclear pumped lasers (NPL), directly employing the 

energy of the fast neutrons released in a nuclear reactor.  

 

Applications: 

Reading and Writing: Playing audio compact discs, Playing video disc, Reading 

universal product codes 

Measurement & Inspection: Measuring the range to distant objects, Measuring small 

distances very precisely, Detecting flaws in aircraft tires      

Medicine: Laser Surgery, Shattering of kidney stones 

Materials Working: Cutting, drilling and welding plastics  / Hard Materials, Engraving 

wood, Marking identification codes 

Military Applications: Ant sensor Weapons/Anti -satellite weapons, pinpointing 

targets for bombs and missiles 

Other Applications: Making holograms, Laser Pointers, Controlling chemical 

reactions, Producing nuclear fusion, Basic Research, Spectroscopy 
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Flow Injection Analysis:  

One of the major development in the analytical chemistry during last four decades has 

been the appearance of the commercial automatic analytical system, which provides 

analytical data with a minimum of operator intervention. This system is called Flow 

Injection (FI), which is defined as an automated or semi-automated analytical sample 

processing technique which is based on injection of definite volume of liquid sample 

solution into a continuously flowing unsegmented carrier stream, followed by the 

quantization of species of interest at a downstream detection area.  The injected sample 

forms a zone, which is then transported toward a detector that continuously records the 

changes in absorbance, electrode potential, or other physical parameter resulting from 

the passage of the sample material through the flow cell. 

A typical definition describes FIA as:  
“A simple and versatile analytical technology for automating wet chemical    analysis, 

based on the physical and chemical manipulation of a dispersed sample zone formed 

from the injection of the sample into a flowing carrier stream and detection 

downstream”.  

Three key attributes of this technology ensured its rapid acceptance:  

-The fundamental principles are easy to understand and implement.  

-Instrumentation can readily be assembled from simple, inexpensive, off the shelf 

components.  

-It provides a simple means of automating many manual wet chemical analytical 

procedures. FIA is based on four phase as shown in the Fig: 

 
General description of FIA:  
The scheme below groups the FIA process into three stages to help visualize how the 

technique performs a method or analysis. 
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The power of FIA as an analytical tool lies in its ability to combine these analytical 

functions in a wide variety of different ways to create a broad range of different 

methodologies, and perform these methodologies rapidly and automatically with minute 

(μL) amounts of sample. The first and last stages are, largely, conventional technology. 

 Principle of FIA:                                                                                   
FIA peak usually occurs due to two processes:                                                                

The simultaneous physical process of zone dispersion and the second involving the 

chemical process resulting from reaction between sample and reagent species
 
. A 

difference in the concentration gradient is thus generated. Immediately after injection 

with a sampling valve, sample zone (plug) concentration profile is rectangular as shown 

in Fig. a. As it moves through the tubing, band broadening or dispersion takes place. 

The shape of the resulting zone is determined by two phenomena. The first is 

convection arising from laminar flow in which the center of the fluid moves more 

rapidly than the liquid adjacent to the walls, thus creating the parabolic shaped front and 

the skewes zone profile had shown in Fig. b. Broadening also occurs as a consequence 

of diffusion. Two types of diffusion can, in principle, occur: 

1. Radial, or Perpendicular to the flow direction 

2. Longitudinal or parallel to the flow. 

Dispersion: 

The extent of dilution is measured in terms of dispersion coefficient (D). D is the ratio 

of the concentration of the sample before and after the dispersion process takes place. 

Dispersion coefficient (D) is defined by the following equation:  

                D = C
o

 / C
max

                              

Where C
o
 = Initial concentration of the analyte before the effect of dispersion take place 

(initial concentration of analyte injected).  

C
max

 = Maximum concentration of the analyte during the observation time, when the 

dispersion take place (analyte concentration at peak maximum).  

D usually affected by sample volume, tube length, flow rate, and inner tube diameter 

i.d.  

The sample dispersion is rated as:  
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-Limited if D=1 to 3, medium if D=3 to 7, and large if D=7-10  

Out of three limited dispersion is preferred.  

    
Effect of convection on concentration profiles of analyte at the detector, (a) no 

dispersion, (b) dispersion by convection, (c) dispersion by convection and radial 

diffusion,(d) dispersion by diffusion. 

Types of the chemistry manifold configurations: 

The most common manifold configurations are:  

 

      
 

        Single – stream                                      Two – stream  

                   

    
                        Three – stream  
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Instrumentation of flow injection analysis:  

The modern Flow Injection Analysis system (Fig.) usually consists of: 

Injection valve, high quality multi channel peristaltic pump, reactor coil,   tubing 

manifold and detector.  

 
Advantage of FIA:  
FIA has been very successful in simplifying chemical assays. The main reasons for the 

success are the following advantages of FIA over the conventional manual techniques:  

1. Reduced labor costs due to automation.  

2. Great precision due to mechanical performance of the assays.  

3. High sampling rate.  

4. Smaller sample and reagent consumption and waste generation.  

6. Simplicity and low cost instrumentation.  

7. Availability of instrumentation in almost all laboratories  

8. Reduced analyses cost when a lot of samples have to be analyzed.  

9. Increase precision compared to batch methodologies.  

10. Automation in sample preparation and detection.  

Application of FIA:   
Typical applications of flow injection analysis include the following fields:  

1. Pharmaceutical application  

2. Environmental analysis (Sea water, Waste water and Sediments).  

3. Food analysis (Fruit juice, soft drinks, Wine, Milk and dairy products).  

4. Biological material (Plants and animal).  

5. Mineral material (Soil, Fertilizers and Alloys).  

6. Clinical assay (Serum, Plasma, Whole blood and Urine).  

7. Bioanalytical chemistry (Proteins, Amino acids, Ammonia and Glucose).  

8. Online monitoring in Biotechnology  

9. Monitoring waste and its treatments  
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Scanning electron microscopy: 

A scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a type of electron microscope that produces 

images of a sample by scanning it with a focused beam of electrons. The electrons 

interact with atoms in the sample, producing various signals that contain information 

about the sample's surface topography and composition. The electron beam is generally 

scanned in a raster scan pattern, and the beam's position is combined with the detected 

signal to produce an image. SEM can achieve resolution better than 1 nanometer. The 

most common SEM mode is detection of secondary electrons emitted by atoms excited 

by the electron beam. The number of secondary electrons that can be detected depends, 

on the angle at which beam meets surface of specimen. By scanning the sample and 

collecting the secondary electrons that are emitted using a special detector, an image 

displaying the topography of the surface is created. 

History: 

An account of the early history of SEM has been presented by McMullan.  

Although Max Knoll produced a photo with a 50 mm. Manfred von  in 1937 invented a 

true microscope with high magnification by scanning a very small raster with a 

demagnified and finely focused electron beam. Ardenne applied the scanning principle 

not only to achieve magnification but also to purposefully eliminate the chromatic 

aberration otherwise inherent in the electron microscope. He further discussed the 

various detection modes, possibilities and theory of SEM, together with the construction 

of the first high magnification SEM. Marketing of the first commercial instrument by 

Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company as the "Stereo scan" was beginning in 1965.  

Principle and capacities: 

The types of signals produced by an SEM include secondary electrons (SE), reflected 

or back-scattered electrons (BSE),photons of characteristic X-rays and light (cathode 

luminescence) (CL), absorbed current (specimen current) and transmitted electrons. 

Secondary electron detectors are standard equipment in all SEMs, but it is rare that a 

single machine would have detectors for all other possible signals. 

The signals result from interactions of the electron beam with atoms at various depths 

within the sample. In the most common or standard detection mode, secondary electron 

imaging or SEI, which are emitted from very close to the specimen surface. SEM can 

produce very high-resolution images of a sample surface, revealing details less than 

1 nm in size. Back-scattered electrons (BSE) are beam electrons that are reflected from 

the sample by elastic scattering. BSE are often used in analytical SEM along with the 

spectra made from the characteristic X-rays, because the intensity of the BSE signal is 

strongly related to the atomic number (Z) of the specimen. BSE images can provide 

information about the distribution of different elements in the sample. Characteristic X-

rays are emitted when the electron beam removes an inner shell electron from the 

sample, causing a higher-energy electron to fill the shell and release energy. These 

characteristic X-rays are used to identify the composition and measure the abundance of 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electron_microscope
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Topography
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raster_scan
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manfred_von_Ardenne
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chromatic_aberration
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chromatic_aberration
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:First_Scanning_Electron_Microscope_with_high_resolution_from_Manfred_von_Ardenne_1937.jpg
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Secondary_electrons
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elements in the sample. Due to the very narrow electron beam, SEM micrographs have 

a large depth of field yielding a characteristic three-dimensional appearance useful for 

understanding the surface structure of a sample.  

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Depth_of_field
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 A spider sputter-coated in gold, having been prepared for viewing with an SEM. 

Sample preparation: 

All samples must be of an appropriate size to fit in the specimen chamber and are 

generally mounted rigidly on a specimen holder called a specimen stub. For 

conventional imaging in the SEM, specimens must be electrically conductive, at least at 

the surface, and electrically grounded to prevent the accumulation of electrostatic 

charge at the surface. Metal objects require little special preparation for SEM except for 

cleaning and mounting on a specimen stub. Nonconductive specimens tend to charge 

when scanned by the electron beam, and especially in secondary electron imaging 

mode, this causes scanning faults and other image artifacts. They are therefore usually 

coated with an electrically conducting material. Conductive materials in current use for 

specimen coating include gold, gold / palladium alloy, platinum, osmium, iridium, 

tungsten, chromium, and graphite.  

Nonconducting specimens may be imaged uncoated using environmental SEM (ESEM) 

or low-voltage mode of SEM operation. In ESEM instruments the specimen is placed in 

a relatively high-pressure chamber and the electron optical column is differentially 

pumped to keep vacuum adequately low at the electron gun. The high-pressure region 

around the sample in the ESEM neutralizes charge and provides an amplification of the 

secondary electron signal. Low-voltage SEM is typically conducted in an FEG-SEM 

because field emission guns (FEG) are capable of producing high primary electron 

brightness and small spot size even at low accelerating potentials. Synthetic replicas can 

be made to avoid the use of original samples when they are not suitable or available for 

SEM examination due to methodological obstacles or legal issues. This technique is 

achieved in two steps: (1) a mold of the original surface is made using a silicone-based 

dental elastomer, and (2) a replica of the original surface is obtained by pouring a 

synthetic resin into the mold.  

Biological samples: 

For SEM, a specimen is normally required to be completely dry, since the specimen 

chamber is at high vacuum. Hard, dry materials such as wood, bone, feathers, dried 

insects, or shells can be examined with little further treatment, but living cells and 

tissues and whole, soft-bodied organisms usually require chemical fixation to preserve 

and stabilize their structure. Fixation is usually performed by incubation in a solution of 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_conductivity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ground_(electricity)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Static_electricity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Static_electricity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gold
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chromium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graphite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Field_emission_gun
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fixation_(histology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Gold_Spider_SEM_sample.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Pos.tif
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a buffered chemical fixative, such as glutaraldehyde, sometimes in combination 

with formaldehyde and other fixatives, and optionally followed by post fixation 

with osmium tetroxide. The fixed tissue is then dehydrated, this is commonly achieved 

by replacement of water in the cells with organic solvents such as ethanol or acetone, 

and replacement of these solvents in turn with a transitional fluid such as liquid carbon 

dioxide by critical point drying. The dry specimen is usually mounted on a specimen 

stub using an adhesive.  

If the SEM is equipped with a cold stage for cryo microscopy, cryo fixation may be 

used and low-temperature scanning electron microscopy performed on the 

cryogenically fixed specimens.  Low-temperature scanning electron microscopy is also 

applicable to the imaging of temperature-sensitive materials.  

Materials: 

Back scattered electron imaging, quantitative X-ray analysis, and X-ray mapping of 

specimens often requires that the surfaces be ground and polished to an ultra smooth 

surface. Specimens that undergo WDS or EDS analysis are often carbon coated. In 

general, metals are not coated prior to imaging in the SEM because they are conductive 

and provide their own pathway to ground. 

Fractography is the study of fractured surfaces that can be done on a light microscope or 

commonly, on an SEM. The fractured surface is cut to a suitable size, cleaned of any 

organic residues, and mounted on a specimen holder for viewing in the SEM. 

Integrated circuits may be cut with a focused ion beam (FIB) or other ion beam milling 

instrument for viewing in the SEM. The SEM in the first case may be incorporated into 

the FIB.  Metals, geological specimens, and integrated circuits all may also be 

chemically polished for viewing in the SEM. Special high-resolution coating techniques 

are required for high-magnification imaging of inorganic thin films. 

Scanning process and image formation: 

Scanning electron microscopy is used for inspecting topographies of specimens at very 

high magnifications using a piece of equipment called the scanning electron 

microscope. SEM magnifications can go to more than 300,000 X but most 

semiconductor manufacturing applications requires magnifications of less than 3,000 X 

only. 

1 – The electron source at the top represents the electron gun, producing a stream of 

monocrhromatic electrons. In a typical SEM, an electron beam is thermionically emitted 

from an electron gun fitted with a tungsten filament cathode. Two types of electron gun:   

Traditional guns: thermionic electron gun (electrons are emitted when a solid is 

heated), W-wire, LaB6-crystal, most common cheap and ultra high vacuum not 

required.  

Modern guns: field emission guns (FEG) (cold guns, a strong electric field is used to 

extract electrons), Single crystal of W, etched to a thin tip. High vacuum needed. 
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With field emission guns we get a smaller spot and higher current densities compared to 

thermionic guns.Tungsten is normally used in thermionic electron guns because it has 

the highest melting point and lowest vapor pressure of all metals, thereby allowing it to 

be electrically heated for electron emission, and because of its low cost. Other types of 

electron emitters include lanthanum hexaboride cathodes.  

 

  
2 – The stream of electron beam, which typically has an energy ranging from 0.2 keV to 

40 keV, is condensed by the first condenser lens (usually controlled by the coarse probe 

current knob) to a spot about 0.4 nm to 5 nm in diameter. This lens is used in both 

forms of beam and limit the amount of current in the beam. It works in conjunction with 

the condenser aperture to eliminate the high – angle electrons form of a beam. 

3 – The beam is then constricted by the condenser aperture (usually not user selectable), 

eliminating some high angle electrons. 

4 – The second condenser lens forms the electrons into a thin, tight, coherent beam and 

is usually controlled by the (fine probe current knob). 

5 – A user selectable objective aperture further eliminates high – angle electrons from 

the beam. 

6 – A set of coil then scans or sweep, the beam in a grid fashion (like television), 

dwelling on points for a period of time determined by the scan speed (usually in 

microsecond range). 

7 – The final lens, the objective, focuses the scanning beam onto the part of the 

specimen desired. 

8 – When the beam strikes the sample (and dwells for a few microsecond) interactions 

occur inside the sample and are detected with various instrument.  

9 – Before the beam moves to its next dwell point, these instruments count the number 

of e
-
 interactions and display a pixel on a CRT whose intensity is determined by this 

number (the more reactions the brighter the pixel). Electronic amplifiers of various 

types are used to amplify the signals, which are displayed as variations in brightness on 

a computer monitor. Each pixel of computer video memory is synchronized with the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lanthanum_hexaboride
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronvolt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronics
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position of the beam on the specimen in the microscope, and the resulting image is 

therefore a distribution map of the intensity of the signal being emitted from the 

scanned area of the specimen.  

10 – This process is repeated until the grid scan is finished and then repeated, the entire 

pattern can be scanned 30 times / Sec. Finally, the image is shown on a CRT. 

Backscattered electron imaging is useful in distinguishing one material from another, 

since the yield of the collected backscattered electrons increases monotonically with the 

specimen's atomic number. Backscatter imaging can distinguish elements with atomic 

number differences of at least 3. A SEM may be equipped with an EDX analysis system 

to enable it to perform compositional analysis on specimens.  EDX analysis is useful in 

identifying materials and contaminants, as well as estimating their relative 

concentrations on the surface of the specimen.  

What can we study in a SEM? 

Topography and morphology 

Chemistry 

Crystallography 

Orientation of grains 

In-situ experiments: 

Reactions with atmosphere 

Effects of temperature 

Why do we need vacuum? 

Chemical (corrosion) and thermal stability is necessary for a well-functioning filament 

(gun pressure). A field emission gun requires ~ 10
-10

 Torr, LaB6: ~ 10
-6

 Torr 

The signal electrons must travel from the sample to the detector (chamber pressure). If 

the column is in a gas filled environment, electrons will be scattered by gas molecules 

which would lead to reduction of the beam intensity and stability.  

Other gas molecules, which could come from the sample or the microscope itself, could 

form compounds and condense on the sample. This would lower the contrast and 

obscure detail in the image. 

Backscattered electron detector: (Solid-State Detector), Secondary electron 

detector (Everhart-Thornley). 

Resolution: 

We can improve the resolution by: 

- increasing the strength of the condenser lens. 

- decreasing the size of the objective aperture. 

- decreasing the working distance (WD = the distance the sample is from the objective 

lens. 

Main Applications: 

Topography:  The surface features of an object and its texture (hardness, reflectivity… 

etc.)  

http://www.siliconfareast.com/edxwdx.htm
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Morphology:  The shape and size of the particles making up the object (strength, defects 

in IC and chips...etc.)  

Composition: The elements and compounds that the object is composed of and the 

relative amounts of them (melting point, reactivity, hardness...etc.)  

Crystallographic Information:  How the grains are arranged in the object (conductivity, 

electrical properties, strength...etc.). 

SEM inspection is often used in the analysis of die/package cracks and fracture 

surfaces, bond failures, and physical defects on the die or package surface. 

 

 

 
                                    

  Schematic diagram of SEM and Transmission electron microscope (TEM) 

 

Why TEM 
The uniqueness of TEM is the ability to obtain full morphological (grain size, grain 

boundary and interface, secondary phase and distribution, defects and their nature, etc.), 

crystallographic, atomic structural and micro-analytical such as chemical composition 

(at nm scale), bonding (distance and angle), electronic structure, coordination number 

data from the sample. 

TEM is the most efficient and versatile technique for the characterization of materials.  
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Limitation: 
More or less bulk-like information, the sample cannot be too thick, Sample preparation 

can be difficult. 

Advantages of Using SEM over OM: 

 Magnification     Depth of Field         Resolution 

OM   4x – 1000x      15.5mm – 0.19mm   ~ 0.2mm 

SEM 10x – 3000000x  4mm – 0.4mm    1-10nm 

The SEM has a large depth of field, which allows a large amount of the sample to be in 

focus at one time and produces an image that is a good representation of the three-

dimensional sample. The SEM also produces images of high resolution, which means 

that closely features can be examined at a high magnification. The combination of 

higher magnification, larger depth of field, greater resolution and compositional and 

crystallographic information makes the SEM one of the most heavily used instruments 

in research areas and industries, especially in semiconductor industry. 

E D S  V e r s u s  W D S :  
The goal of qualitative analysis is the identification of elements excited by the electron 

beam in the specimen. EDS (Energy Dispersive Spectrometer) is the most common 

microanalysis equipment seen on Scanning Electron Microscopes, as it is economical 

and easy to use. EDS is better suited to identifying specimens where the constituent 

elements are unknown. Of the two X-ray microanalysis techniques for qualitative 

analysis, Wavelength Dispersive Spectrometry (WDS) analysis is distinctly different 

from energy dispersive (EDS) analysis. WDS, a sequential analysis, is slower, as 

measurements are made one at a time. As a result, WDS is not ideally suited for 

element identification. Commonly, EDS is first used for element identification, for fast 

analysis of the entire spectrum, while WDS is then used to solve various spectral 

problems described elsewhere in this module. 

Spectral overlaps are a common problem, which occur when emission lines from two 

different elements share the same energy. This leads to ambiguity and misidentification 

of elements in the specimen. WDS energy resolution the degree of sharpness that can be 

reached is superior to EDS by a factor of 30, leading to improved peak separation. 

Other problems arise when attempting to measure low concentrations of elements in a 

sample. WDS is able to process higher numbers of X-ray events than EDS, leading to a 

greater sensitivity in this instance.  
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Statistical Terms: 

In order to prove mathematically the reliability of any analysis method, it is important 

to define some statistical terms: 

True result: 

The true result is that concentration which actually exists in a representative 

sample (i.e.) the right concentration. This may never be known absolutely, but in 

standard samples, a chosen concentration sometimes called accepted reference 

level defined as the most agreed value, is often used as the true result. 

Accuracy: 

The closeness of the experimental result, or mean of a number of results, to the 

true value. 

Mean (average, X
̅ 
): 

The arithmetic sum of a set of results, divided by their number: 

     
Precision (relative or systematic error): 

The closeness among replicate results obtained under any set of conditions. An increase 

in precision implies a decrease in its absolute numerical value. The mathematical 

expression for precision includes: 

1 – Standard deviation: 

The root mean square of a set of results from their arithmetic mean: 

   
2 – Variance:  

The square of the standard deviation 

V = S
2 

3 – Relative standard deviation: 

The standard deviation expressed as the percentage of the mean. 

   
Systematic error: 

The difference between the true result and the experimental result. Calibration with 

blank samples can correct for it. The accuracy of a result is therefore dependent both 

upon the precision of the measurement and on the systematic error. 

Therefore, a method or measurement may be precise without being accurate. 

Sensitivity: 

The sensitivity of an analytical method or instrument defined, as the ratio of the 

change in response (R) to the change in the quantity or concentration (C) that is 

measured. 
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S = ΔR / ΔC 

The sensitivity is dependent on type of instrument and experimental conditions. 

A parameter often used to express sensitivity is the limit of detection. 

Detection limit: 

The minimum concentration or mass of analyte that can be detected at a known 

confidence level. Detection limits differ widely for several analytical methods, and from 

one element or compound to another. 
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